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State exports jump almost 6 percent 
in the third quarter, set record
   

Circle 88 serves holiday lunch at 
Dorothy Day Center
   
By Greg Hugh
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Minnesota exports of goods (includ-
ing agricultural, mining and manufac-
tured products) jumped to a record high 
$5.5 billion, an increase of 5.8 percent 
(or $304 million) between the third 
quarters of 2013 and 2014. The U.S. 
export growth rate was 4.2 percent. 
Exports increased in about two-thirds 
of the states. Minnesota’s growth rate 
ranked 17th highest.

For the first nine months of 2014, 
Minnesota exports grew 3.9 percent, 
while U.S. exports grew 3.4 percent.

For the manufacturing sector alone, 
Minnesota exports were up 2.7 percent 
to $5 billion in the third quarter of 

2014, slightly less than U.S. growth of 
3 percent.

North America Leads in Export 
Gains; Exports Also Grow to Asia 
and Australia
•  The state’s largest exporting regions 
were North America (up 16 percent to 
$2.2 billion) and Asia (up 4 percent to 
$1.7 billion). Mexico (up $233 million) 
posted the largest gain among all coun-
tries, with some agricultural goods (e.g. 
corn, soybeans, meat), machinery, elec-
trical machinery and vehicles driving 
growth. In Asia, exports grew strongly 
to India, Japan, Korea and Singapore, 

but fell to China and Thailand.
• Minnesota exports to the Australia-
Pacific region leaped 19 percent to 
$145 million, based on the strength of 
New Zealand, where exports exploded 
by 172 percent to $36 million during 
this period.
•  Minnesota exports fell 5 percent to 
the European Union (its third-largest 
region, to $965 million) and fell about 9 
percent to each of the following smaller 
regions: Central and South America (to 
$243 million), Other European countries 
(to $118 million) and the Middle East 
(to $106 million).

Circle 88 members and friends man 

Circle 88 members and friends man the food line. 

For 10 years, a dedicated group of 
Chinese ladies has served meals at the 
Catholic Charities’ Dorothy Day Center 
in St. Paul the Sunday before Thanks-
giving.  The Dorothy Day Center serves 
people experiencing homelessness.  

The Chinese ladies plan the menu, 
pay for all of it and even cook some 
of the items themselves.  According to 
Yin Simpson, Circle 88 was founded 10 
years ago. The group consists of ladies 
who had immigrated to the U.S. and 
originally just met on a social basis.  

Most have known each other many years 
prior to the formation of Circle 88.  They 
soon felt they should do something to 
give back to the community that had 
welcomed them and enabled them to 
prosper, rather than focusing only on 
social activities.  

The group decided to perform an 
annual charitable activity and chose 
to work with the Dorothy Day Center.  
They called themselves the Circle 88.  
“Circle” is to acknowledge what goes 
around, comes around; “8” is a propi-

tious number in Chinese, resulting in 
double prosperity.  The group includes 
Yin Simpson, May Yue, Dora Lee, Con-
nie Huie, Ming Lee, Margaret Chan, 
Louisa Eng and Sandra Chen.

The group usually meets in October 
to begin planning and organizing for 
the Chinese meal at the Dorothy Day 
Center.  This year, the menu consisted 
of chicken wings, egg rolls, fried rice 
and lo mein, with all the necessary 
condiments and fortune cookies.  Ap-
proximately 300 passed through the line 
and many were excited about the menu, 
exclaiming, “I love Chinese food!”

The folks served at the Dorothy 
Day Center really look forward to this 
change of pace and they graciously 
expressed their appreciation for such a 
treat, which really warms the hearts of 
the Circle 88 members.  It makes their 
effort and the time each spend on the 
event that much more satisfying.  Of 
course, much thanks also goes to the la-
dies’ significant others and their friends 
for their assistance in helping with the 
kitchen duty, pouring juice, plating, etc., 
making this event possible. u
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insight
Guaranteed
YES you could run to the 

store and pick up a copy, 
but did you know you can 
have ChinaInsight delivered 
directly to your mailbox?

A subscription costs a 
mere $24 and brings a full 
year (10 issues) of new 
understanding about today’s 
China, from language to 
business opportunities.

ChinaInsight
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

 10 issues - $24 for a domestic subscription and $40 
 for international. Please make check payable to 
 ChinaInsight, 750 Mainstreet, #230, Hopkins, MN 55343
 
Name_____________________________________
 Address___________________________________
 City/State/Zip_______________________________
 Phone_____________________________________
 Email_____________________________________
 Company__________________________________
 Title______________________________________

VOLUNTEER PRODUCTION EDITOR NEEDED

Great opportunity to get involved with China Insight, an English-language news-
paper that has been serving the greater Twin Cities community for over 13 years. 
The right candidate must know InDesign and Photoshop and have some graphics 
background as well as a strong interest in Chinese culture and business matters, 
and be a team player. Although our staff are all volunteers, a small stipend will 
be provided to the right individual who demonstrates a strong passion for our 
mission and can work on deadlines. 

Send your resume to Greg Hugh at ghugh@chinainsight.info
 or call 612-723-4872. 

Greetings!

What a difference a year makes.  
Last year we were experiencing a polar 
vortex and this year we were concerned 
whether we would have a white Christ-
mas!  Regardless, we have enjoyed an-
other year and all of us at China Insight 
hope you had a great holiday season and 
wish you a healthy and prosperous 2015.

While many are recuperating from 
holiday celebrations, the Chinese com-
munity is already preparing for Chinese 
New Year.  The beginning of Chinese 
New Year 2015 (according to the lunar 
calendar) begins on the New Moon, 
which in 2015, will be on the 19th Feb.  
This event is celebrated by millions 
of people in every single country and 
area of the world that you can think 

of.  Chinese New Year is a time of new 
beginnings and signifies a fresh start for 
everyone.  Chinese New Year is very 
much a family event where the social 
side of things is concerned and is a time 
of reunion and thanksgiving.  A number 
of events planned by local organizations 
are published throughout the paper and 
you also can visit our website at www.
chinainsight.info for updates or to post 
how your organization will be celebrat-
ing the Year of the Sheep/Ram.

I also wish to draw your attention to 
the ladies of Circle 88 (p.1).  This group 
consists of some ladies who have known 
each other for more than 40 years, and 
who has decided to give back to the 
community by providing a Chinese meal 
at the Dorothy Day Center for the past 
10 years.  What a great representation 
of Chinese community service!

Another article that will definitely 
be of interest to anyone doing or con-
sidering doing business with China is 
the article on pg. 10, an exclusive to 
China Insight.  Mu Performing Arts has 
also announced casting and production 
details for “FOB,” the landmark 1979 
play about the struggles of Chinese im-
migrants living in the U.S., p. 4.

Another event to mark on your calen-
dar is the annual Passage to China. The 
2015 event  is scheduled a month earlier 
than usual, on March 12-13, at Mall of 
America.  For additional details visit 
www.chineseheritagefoundation.org.

As China Insight begins its 14th year 
of publishing, as noted below, we are 
seeking a volunteer production manager 
who would become a valuable team 
member to help us continue our mis-
sion of providing business and cultural 
understanding between China and the 
U.S.  Please don’t hesitate to contact us 
if you are interested or feel free to share 
this with someone you might know who 
would be an ideal candidate.

Thank you for continuing to support 
China Insight and feel free to contact 
me if you have any comments to aid us 
in continuing to serve the community.

Sincerely,

Publisher-CEO
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Streets of Hong Kong: 
pro-democracy 
protests update
   
By  Elaine Dunn

Continues on page 15

China’s overworked 
workers
Think you’ve got a tough job?  
According to a report published 
by Beijing Normal University in 
November, China’s workers rou-
tinely put in a lot of overtime even 
though China’s labour laws also 
have 40-mandated hours (on paper, 
anyways). The workers also face 
long commutes every day.

44
Number of hours 50 percent of 
Chinese workers routinely works 
each week. 

90
Percent of industries have employ-
ees working more than the 40-hr 
week.

51.4
Average number of hours worked 
by the lodging and catering industry 
employee, the highest in the survey.  
Next highest are: 50.2, construc-
tion; 49.4, household service and 
repair; 48.8, postal, warehousing 
and transportation; 48.2, manufac-
turing.

97
Minutes are the average commute 
time for a Beijing worker.  Com-
mute times for three other big cities 
are: 92.2 minutes  in Guangzhou, 
89.8 minutes in Shanghai and 89.2 
minutes in Shenzhen.

5
Number of paid vacation days 
average worker gets, and can take 
it ONLY after working a full year.

26,393
Number of workers who suffered 
occupational diseases in 2013.  
Approximately 75 percent of them 
worked in the coal-mining, non-
ferrous metals, mechanics and 
construction industries.
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By the numbers

China Briefs
Selected newsworthy items 

recently published in the 
Chinese press

Longest wedding chariot
A bus driver in Shandong Province 
picked up his bride, another bus driver, 
in a 55-ft long bus to tie the knot.  The 
couple work for the same transportation 
company and said buses had played an 
integral part in their romance. 

An unlikely pair
Know those ubiquitous red, white and 
blue bags commonly used by traveling 
Chinese?  This Lamborghini owner 
was seen strapping his atop his yellow 
Lambo in Hong Kong recently!  You’d 
think he could afford to rent a car with 
a trunk! 

Can’t fix the air quality? Fix the 
report!
Despite temporarily closing factories 
and telling residents to keep their cars 
off the road to improve Beijing’s air 
quality for the visiting dignitaries dur-
ing November’s APEC summit, the 
smog was still quite thick.  At the gov-
ernment’s request, data was withheld 
on the monitoring.  Web visitors were 
told to Upon “please refer to the figure 
by Beijing Environmental Protection 
Bureau.”
 
No enthusiasm for second child
One of the big reforms passed after 
2013’s Third Plenum was allowing 
more couples to have a second child.  
However, one year later, only six per-
cent of the 11 million eligible couples 
have applied for the second-child 
permit.  China’s One Child Policy was 
enacted in 1979 to achieve higher “per 
capita” growth.  

Is Mao rolling in his grave yet?   
A Kunming pharmaceutical company 
hired a Mao Zedong impersonator to 
pitch their products!  The fake helms-
man had the signature Mao moves down 
and posed for photos with anyone who 
stopped by the booth.

Racial discrimination in China
A Beijing clothing store posted a sign 
in Chinese saying “Chinese not admit-
ted, except for staff.”  Staff explained 
they are trying to prevent other Chinese 
from copying their styles. Another said 
Chinese try on a lot of clothes but never 
buy anything.   

HKers love their jobs, not!
A survey of 32,000 employees (1,000 
Hong Kongers) in 26 locations around 
the world reported: 31 percent of HK 
employees expect to leave their jobs 
within two years (five percent higher 
than the international average); 43 per-
cent believe they were fairly paid and, 
61 percent feel no connection to their 
employers.

Student protesters had blockaded 
key government and commerce sites 
in Hong Kong since Sept. 28.  With 
talks at a stalemate and public support 
for the students waning, student lead-
ers are resigned to move on to the next 
phase.  What that may be is not clear 
as this issue of China Insight goes to 
press.  However, what is clear is that 
this round of pro-democracy protests 
definitely brought out the deep level of 
dissatisfaction the HKers have for the 
government and the discontent in the 
increasing disparity between the haves 
and the have-nots in recent years.

Following is a recap of activities 
since Novermber:
•   Nov. 12:  Three men threw bags of 
pooh and animal organs at pro-democ-
racy activist and outspoken anti-Beijing 
media mogul Jimmy Lai at a HK protest 
site.  Police took the perpetrators away.
•   Nov. 15:  A Hong Kong Baptist 
University graduate was denied his 
diploma at the graduation ceremony 
after he opened a yellow umbrella as he 
walked up the stage.  The vice chancel-
lor refused to shake his hand or to hand 
over his diploma.  Other graduates then 
popped open their yellow umbrellas.  
The ceremony was promptly cancelled 
and graduates were told to return the fol-
lowing day when the yellow umbrellas 
were again unfurled.  Ceremony was 
postponed again, until students could 
“behave with dignity.”  

•  Nov. 17: Hong Kong Chinese news-
paper reported that journalists attend-
ing the Shanghai Hong Kong Stock 
Connect ceremony in Hong Kong had 
their umbrellas temporarily taken away 
in a move to prevent pro-democracy 
demonstrations after a district councilor 
unfurled a bright yellow umbrella dur-
ing the Oct. 1 National Day ceremony.
Also on Nov. 17, three student protest-
ers attempting to fly to Beijing to seek 
“an audience with mainland Chinese 
officials” were denied boarding rights.
•   Nov. 18: A small portion of the protest 
site outside AHK government head-
quarters in the Admiralty were cleared 
of barricades without incident.  Student 
protesters had already figured out it was 
time to move on to the next phase be-
yond the occupation of key traffic sites.
•   Nov. 19: Police used pepper spray on 
and charged the protesters who broke 
the glass entry to the Legco Building in 
Admiralty in the early morning hours.
•   Nov. 21:  The last British governor 
of Hong Kong, Chris Patten, testified 
(via video) at a U.S. Commission on 
China hearing on the “Future of De-
mocracy in Hong Kong” that other 
countries should not be afraid of stand-
ing up to China over the issue of Hong 
Kong’s democratic rights.  Patten also 
shot down Chinese allegations that the 
pro-democracy protesters behind the 
“wonderfully principled” movement 
were foreign puppets.  
Reuters  reported the U.S-China Eco-
nomic and Security Review Commis-
sion found Beijing’s election frame-
work “effectively excludes democratic 
candidates from nomination and allows 
Beijing to control the outcome … and 
runs counter to international commit-
ments made by China in the 1984 Sino-
UK Joint Declaration to preserve Hong 
Kong’s ‘high degree of autonomy’ and 
way of life for 50 years following its 
1997 handover.”  Expect China to issue 
a “foreign interference” statement!  
•   Nov. 25: Student leaders Joshua Wong 
(Scholarism) and Lester Shum (HK Fed-
eration of Students) were among 110-
plus pro-democracy protesters arrested 
as police started to clear the barricades 
at the MongKok protest site.  Police 
ended up using pepper spray cannons 
to push back the protesters.  Both were 
released though Wong was told to stay 
away from protest sites.
•   Nov. 30:  Thousands of pro-democ-
racy demonstrators surrounded gov-
ernment offices, including the Chief 
Executive C.Y. Leung’s headquarters, 
with the goal of stopping government 
operations.   Police again used pepper 
spray on the crowd.  Protesters hoped 
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Special interview with Chinese pop singer 
Wei Jia 
By  Hangwen Claire Zhang, 10th grader at International School of Minnesota, Eden Prairie

The Twin Cities’ Minhua Chorus is 
a nonprofit and volunteer-driven arts 
organization founded in 1991 whose 
mission is to maintain and enhance Chi-
nese cultural heritage, and to promote 
cultural exchange and understanding 
between people of different ethnic back-
grounds.  For this year’s production, 
they invited a famous pop singer from 
China, Wei Jia, to perform at their Nov. 
8, 2014, show at The O’Shaughnessy 
Auditorium.

Wei Jia, from Beijing, is a famous 
alto in China.  When she was 12 years 
old, she started her singing dream.  In 
1997, she published her first personal 
album.  In 1999, one of her songs, “Top 
Flight,” got very popular.  Then she 
won lots of music awards.  During the 
years, she has sung for 17 TV series.  In 
addition to being a singer, she is also a 
TV show host on CCTV.  In 2012, she 
took up another “profession,” she got 
her pilot license and became the leader 
of a team for women pilots.

Despite suffering from jet lag, her 
agent kindly arranged an interview for 
me in the afternoon during her busy 
rehearsal schedule in the Twin Cities. 

Wei Jia spoke highly of the Minhua 
Chorus.  She is surprised that this group 
of amateurs, whose members work in a 
variety of professions, had such high-
level performance.   “It is amazing that 
an amateur chorus can make music by 
themselves,” she commented.  Although 
she has been to many other countries and 
places to perform, she feels the most 
enthusiasm in Minnesota for promoting 
cultural exchange and life.  At the same 
time, she feels that Chinese can still 
enjoy their own culture and life even in 
a foreign country.

The next part of the interview is 
about her life experience.  I am curious 
about why she chose to be a pilot after 
becoming a famous singer.  She said fly-
ing as birds was like a dream since she 
was a little girl. Now she had the chance 
to realize the dream, and she seized it.  

Claire, left, and Wei Jia

When asking her to choose her favorite 
job among singer, TV host and pilot, 
she chooses singer without skipping a 
beat.  She promised she would continue 
to sing for a long time.

Wei Jia sang two songs during Min-
hua’s evening performance.  Everyone 
loved her singing and cheered for her.  It 
is a very successful show and it is a won-
derful evening for Chinese audience. u

Mu performing arts will present David Henry 
Hwang’s “FOB” at Mixed Blood Theatre

[Minneapolis/St. Paul]  Mu Per-
forming Arts will present “FOB,” the 
landmark 1979 play by David Henry 
Hwang (Broadway’s “Chinglish” and 
“M. Butterfly”), about the struggles of 
Chinese immigrants living in the U.S. at 
the Mixed Blood Theatre Jan. 30– Feb. 
15.  Mu’s “FOB Chinese Restaurant 
Tour” enjoyed a hugely successful 
Minnesota tour in June 2014, playing 
to 95% capacity.  Playwright Hwang, 
an Obie Award-winner, expressed his 
appreciation for the company’s work, 
“I couldn’t be more excited about Mu’s 
Minnesota Chinese Restaurant tour of 
my play “FOB.”  Like many Chinese 
of my generation, I had relatives in the 
restaurant business, and this play was 
written in part as a tribute to their spirit.  

Performing it now in those restaurants 
themselves brings the journey of this 
play back full-circle.”

Mu’s production will return home to 
the Twin Cities in the intimate and excit-
ing production at Mixed Blood Theatre.  

Artistic Director Randy Reyes, who 
plays Steve in the three-character play, 
reflects on Mu’s first production of 2015.  
“It feels so great to bring this produc-
tion back to the Twin Cities after such 
a successful tour to greater Minnesota.  
We learned so much from the personal 
stories of the Chinese restaurant own-
ers, and we are excited to share those 
stories with our Twin Cities community 
through our talkbacks and other activi-
ties.  There’s nothing like performing 
in an actual Chinese restaurant, but our 

design team is working to bring that 
same atmosphere and intimacy to Mixed 
Blood’s auditorium.”

“FOB” deftly explores relationships 
and conflicts between established ABC 
(American Born Chinese) and FOB 
(Fresh Off the Boat) newcomers in 
the 1980s.  Mu is partnering with the 
Minnesota Historical Society on an 
extensive lobby display chronicling the 
history of Chinese immigration to Min-
nesota including the story of the state’s 
first Chinese restaurant.  In addition, 
the production will feature numerous 
talkbacks featuring Twin Cities Chinese 
restaurant owners who will share their 
own immigration stories. 

The cast also features Michael Sung-
Ho (“Middle Brother,” “A Little Night 
Music”) as Dale, and Meghan Kreidler 
(“Kung Fu Zombies Vs. Cannibals,” 
CTC performing apprentice) as Grace, 
both of whom are reprising their roles 
from the touring production.  The pro-
duction team includes Christine Rich-
ardson (costumes), Katharine Horowitz 
(sound), Mina Kinukawa (props), Soren 
Olsen (lights), and Sarah Brandner (set).

Reyes is a graduate from The Juil-
liard School Drama Division in 1999 
and has worked as a professional actor, 
director, and theater educator in theaters 
and educational institutions includ-
ing, but not limited to, The Guthrie, 
Mixed Blood, Ten Thousand Things, 
Thirst Theater, Chicago Ave. Project, 
The Playwrights’ Center.  Reyes also 

represents Mu as a member of the 
newly formed Twin Cities Theater of 
Color Coalition (TCTCC) along with 
Penumbra, New Native, Pangea World 
Theatre, and Teatro Del Pueblo.  Acting 
credits include “A Little Night Music,” 
“Yellowface,” “M. Butterfly” and nu-
merous other plays.  Reyes’ directing 
credits include “FOB Chinese Restau-
rant Tour,” “Circle Around the Island”  
and “A Streetcar Named Desire” among  
others.  He was a recipient of a two-year 
Theater Communications Group New 
Generation Future Leaders fellowship 
under the mentorship of Rick Shiomi at 
Mu Performing Arts in 2006.
Performance times are as follows:

Thursday, Jan. 29, 7:30 p.m. ($18, 
Peview)
Friday, Jan. 30, 7:30 p.m. (Opening)
Saturday, Jan. 31, 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 1, 2 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 5, 7:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 6, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 7, 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 8, 2 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 12, 7:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 13, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 14, 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 15, 2 p.m. (CLOSING)
Tickets are on sale now at www.

muperformingarts.org, or by calling the 
Mu Box Office at 651-789-1012.  Ticket 
prices range from $10 (students with 
valid ID) to $22 for adults.  Groups of 
10 qualify for group discount.  Seating 
is general admission. u
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Hopkins XinXing 
Academy principal 
returns from China trip
   

By Greg Hugh

In December, I met with Paul Domer, 
interim principal of Eisenhower/XinX-
ing Academy, a Chinese immersion 
school within the Hopkins School Dis-
trict, to get his thoughts on his recent 
trip to China.  

Domer’s predecessor and other 
school personnel strongly urged him to 
take a trip to China to experience Chi-
nese culture first-hand so that he could 
learn more about the Chinese programs 
that were being taught.  Domer put such 
a trip off for a while since he wanted to 
adjust to his new responsibilities, plus 
he wanted to spend some time with his 
new baby.  The opportunity presented 
itself with a group that visited China in 
November.

The group of 270 school personnel 
from all over the United States was part 
of the 2014 Chinese Bridge Delega-
tion organized by the College Board.  
The weeklong program to China is 
structured to help educators start or 
strengthen their institution’s Chinese 
programs and partnerships.  Highlights 
included school visits, cultural activities 
and educational workshops.  Leaders 
from K-12 institutions were invited for 
this unique educational trip to China as 
guests of Hanban/Confucius Institute 
Headquarters.  (Hanban is affiliated with 
the Chinese Ministry of Education.)

Once the decision was made and 
Domer was selected to join the delega-
tion, I asked him how he prepared for the 
trip.  He stated that the College Board 
was very helpful in providing informa-
tion on how to prepare, which required 
him to do a crash reading course on the 
do’s and don’ts.  Although the material 
provided was very helpful, as Domer 
commented, it’s very difficult to prepare 
for a trip like this, and now that he has 
done it, there are some things he would 
do differently, especially about how to 
avoid jet lag.

The first part of this weeklong jour-
ney was spent in Beijing where the del-
egation really hit the ground running af-
ter a 12-hour flight.  Domer commented 
that although the skyscrapers were not 
extremely tall, they certainly were abun-
dant.  And to keep the 11 million citizens 
of Beijing moving around, the city had 
freeways similar to our 494/694 ring, 

except there were six of them!  During 
their visits to Hanban’s headquarters, 
the group attended presentations on best 
practices and gathered resources to build 
and support their Chinese language and 
culture programs.

The second day was devoted to 
cultural activities and sightseeing that 
included visits to the Great Wall, Ti-
ananmen Square, Forbidden City and 
shopping.  After a grueling day on their 
feet, the delegation gathered at the Pe-
king Duck House, where they naturally 
enjoyed the famous Peking duck as part 
of a family-style banquet.

The next day, the delegation broke 
into six different groups that visited dif-
ferent types of schools in different cities.  
Domer’s group headed for Tianjin, the 
fourth largest city in China.  According 
to Domer, Tianjin is very similar to 
Minneapolis-St. Paul with its skyscrap-
ers and being a port city. 

While in Tianjin, the group visited 
an arts college and a middle school.  
There also was some sightseeing and 
shopping squeezed in.  Domer was quite 
impressed with the cultural center.  Dur-
ing the visit to the middle school, Domer 
observed that there didn’t appear to be 
a lot of technology in the classrooms 
and the students were very respectful 
of their teachers.  They also were able 
to meet with the school’s headmaster, 
the equivalent of our principal.  Domer 
was very impressed that as part of their 
daily routine, the students go outside 
for exercise classes and behaved in a 
very orderly manner that required very 
limited adult supervision.

China to complement his ”rich” expe-
rience with Hopkins Public Schools.  
After teaching third and fourth grades at 
Columbia Heights for three years, he ac-
cepted a fifth-grade teaching position at 
Meadowbrook Elementary in 2004.  In 
2008, he left for two years to take a dean 
of students position with Bloomington 
Public Schools.  He returned to Hopkins 
in 2010 as the assistant principal of 
Eisenhower/XinXing, a position he has 
held ever since.

“Paul is a ‘dynamic instructional 
leader’ with many skills for classroom 
leadership,” said Superintendent John 
Schultz.  “He is visionary and cares 
about children and learning.  I look 
forward to his collaborative and caring 
leadership style.”

As to what he thought about his trip 
to China, Domer commented that he is 
fortunate to have experienced China 
firsthand and was glad to see much of 
its rich traditional culture set against 
stunning modern development, and that 
this trip exceeded all his expectations.  
Although there were ample opportuni-
ties to ask questions, there just wasn’t 
enough time to totally answer all of the 
questions that were constantly being 
generated in his own mind.  

Domer further added, “For years, 
I have studied the changing, modern 
world and have long known that our 
educational system in the United States 
needs to adapt to remain competitive 
and relevant.  That understanding was 
on a very intellectual level.  Being 
in China has given me the emotional 

On the final day of this trip, all the 
delegates returned to Beijing where 
a banquet was held in their honor.  It 
included many of the headmaster hosts 
from the schools they visited.

Domer now can add this visit to 

Art classroom

Paul Domer (r) with Tianjing middle school 
head master

Students conduct exercise classes with very 
little adult supervision

understanding and urgency for this 
change.  Seeing that millions of stu-
dents on the other side of the world are 
learning about knowledge, creativity 
and multiple languages at a rapid rate 
solidifies my belief that we need to adapt 
as a country.  XinXing is a great model 
for this work, and it’s my hope that 
programs like this multiply so that our 
students will have strong opportunities 
when they graduate.

“I also learned that Chinese educa-
tors really do want to partner with the 
United States so that we can learn from 
one another’s strengths.  Our culture in 
the United States is good at acknowl-
edging and developing individuality 
and creativity, something that Chinese 
schools are starting to work hard at 
emulating.  And Chinese students are 
better at learning knowledge at a quicker 
rate.  Learning from one another seems 
like a very beneficial option for both 
countries.  Several other administrators 
in our district have also visited China, 
and we are going to formalize partner-
ships with schools in Shanghai later 
this spring.  Through such partnerships, 
we hope to learn further about how our 
schools can improve.”

While it would be a challenge to 
totally prepare our children to survive 
in the global world that now exists, we 
can definitely learn the best practices 
that different cultures have to offer.  As 
principal at Hopkins XinXing Academy, 
Domer is keen to accept the challenge 
in preparing XinXing students to be 
globally competent. u
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Red Wing-Quzhou Sister City visit
   

By Tao Peng, contributor

In 1942, the United States launched 
a bombing raid on Japan in response 
to Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor.  The 
U.S. mission was to bomb the military 
targets in Japan and the bombers would 
then continue on to China where they 
can land.  The mission was known as 
the “Doolittle Raid,” named after the 
mission commander Lt. Colonel James 
Doolittle, (See October 2014 China 
Insight at www.chinainsight.info for 
details on the mission.) 

More than 50 years later, a group 
went from Red Wing, Minn., to China 
in search of any historical records of 
the Doolittle air raid, and to salvage any 
related artifacts.  This group stopped in 
Quzhou, Zhejiang Province, where they 
found the civilians who helped out the 
Doolittle pilots, giving them temporary 
shelter from the Japanese army before 
they could return to United States.  In 
1993, in Sheldon Theater in Red Wing, 
visitors from Quzhou and representa-
tives from Red Wing came together to 
celebrate their new-found friendship and 
mutual respect.  That historical event 
was the beginning of the formal Sister 
City relationship between Quzhou and 
Red Wing.

Another 20-plus years later, a del-
egation from Red Wing returned to Qu-
zhou to celebrate the 20-year successful 
sister city relationship.  For the past 
20 years, the two cities cooperated on 
many exchange programs for teachers 
and artists.  The friendship, cultural and 
educational exchanges benefited educa-
tors and artists of both communities.  

The Red Wing delegation arrived in 
Quzhou and was met with a very warm 
welcome.  From Oct. 14-18, it was like 

a family homecoming. 
 Quzhou is the place I, for one, would 

proudly call home.  It is a city that’s 
thriving in the face of challenges, a city 
that has its sights set on the future, and 
its future is looking bright.  Quzhou 
has a goal to become one of the leading 
green cities in China in the near future.  
It is not just a plan on paper - Quzhou 
is acting on reducing its carbon emis-
sion already.  The Red Wing delegation 
visited the center of the city, which, in-
stead of building high-rises like all other 
downtowns, it set aside acres on acres 
of land for planting trees.  The city of-
ficials’ vision is to have a beautiful town 
center where people can sit among tree 
groves, breath in the fresh air and get 
away from the daily hustle and bustle 
for a while.  When we were there, they 
had just started planting their first 5,000 
cherry blossom trees.  I cannot wait to 
see this place five years from now!

The Red Wing delegation also had 
the privilege of visiting the site where 
the American pilots from the Doolittle 
Raid lived temporarily before being 
safely transported back to United States.  
The place looked like a bomb shelter.  It 
was built into the side of a hill, and as 
you walk in and out of the shelter, you 
can see the walls still have names of the 

pilots who had carved them.  I was told 
that after the bombing some pilots had 
to hide there for a few months before it 
was safe to transport them out of China 
and back to the U. S.  

Tao Peng resides and works in Red 
Wing.  He is also the vice chair of 
the Red Wing Sister Cities Com-
mission.  Born in China, Peng is 
fluent in Mandarin and English and 
act as interpreter for the Red Wing 
delegation during Quzhou sister city 
functions.

The hosts also organized a forum on 
the Doolittle Raid while we were there.  
Different representatives spoke about 
the raiders, mostly historical data, and 
their impression of the significance of 
this historical event on our two cities’ 
relationship.  Speakers included Deputy 
Mayor Zhu Jianhua, Director of Foreign 
Affair Office Ye Zhengyi, former Qu-
zhou Mayor Shang Qing, former Red 
Wing Mayor Romeo Cyr and movie di-
rector Wang Xiaoming, who is looking 
for cooperation on making a Doolittle 
movie, as well as the leading researcher 
and author Zhen Weiyong.

We also visited all the schools with 
which we had exchange programs.  We 

talked about the future of the educa-
tion exchange, as well as visited a new 
school in hope to start some kind ex-
change program.  There also was an 
exchange artist showcase where each 
exchange artist from Quzhou and Red 
Wing presented a few of their works for 
display.  The show opened the second 
night we were there and it was open to 
the public for the entire week.  At the 
art exhibit opening ceremony, exchange 
artists from both cities gave emotional 
speeches and shared happy memories of 
their exchange experiences. 

At one of the dinner banquets to-
ward the end of the visit, we renewed 
our agreement to continue our existing 
relationships, and expand to new areas 
in the future.  It is hoped that this new 
agreement will keep the two cities work-
ing together for at least another 20 years 
and beyond. 

I am not sure what future will hold 
for us, but from this delegation visit, I 
am certain of one thing: our two cities 
are not here just to fulfill a contractual 
agreement; we are here because we truly 
believe we can make a difference.  We 
truly believe in our friendship.  We truly 
believe in our ability.  And, we have 
truly accepted one another as brothers/
sisters. u

Sister Red Wing-Quzhou Sister City Then Sister Red Wing-Quzhou Sister City Now

Names of  pilots carved in stone

Medical/Optic Fiber Products, 
Ores/Slag/Ash, Electrical Machin-
ery Lead Export Growth
•  Exports of optic, medical and other 
products were valued at $938 million, 
growing by $133 million and leading all 
product groups in export gains. The top 
three markets – China (up 20 percent), 
Japan (up 37 percent) and Belgium (up 
18 percent) – contributed much of this 
growth. Medical and surgical instru-
ments and optic fiber were the strongest-
performing product segments.
•  Canada fueled export growth in both 
mineral fuel/oil (overall, up 150 percent 
to $95 million) and ores/slag/ash (over-
all, up 152 percent to $135 million).
• Minnesota sales of electrical machin-
ery (up 12 percent) increased the most 
to Mexico (up 58 percent to $83 million) 
and Ireland (up 127 percent to $24 mil-
lion). Strong product segments included 
integrated circuits, insulated cables/
wires and electric generators.

State exports jump
   
Continued from page 1

• Cereals exports were up 63 percent 
to $118 million, driven by strong growth 
in corn (up 108 percent to $96 million). 
Growth in corn exports was due to 
stronger demand from the main market, 
Mexico (up 285 percent to $78 million).

• Increased exports of plastics to 
Japan, South Korea and Mexico – three 
of the state’s top five markets for plastics 
– and increased sales of plastic plates 
and sheets contributed to the overall 25 
percent export growth in plastics.

• Global sales of aircraft parts were 
up 19 percent, driven by New Zealand 
(up to $22 million, from $49,000 in the 
third quarter of 2013), Singapore (up 83 
percent to $20 million) and Mexico (up 
1,788 percent to $8 million).

• Machinery exports declined 11 
percent overall and to most major 
markets – with the steepest declines in 
China, Korea, Japan and Thailand – but 
performed well in some markets, such 
as Mexico, Sweden and the Philippines.

• Other industries suffering declines of 
more than $10 million in exports includ-
ed beverages (down 52 percent to $48 
million), vehicles (down 8 percent1 to 
$540 million), dairy/eggs/honey (down 
30 percent to $40 million) and albumins/
modified starches (down 28 percent to 
$39 million). u

Minnesota Quarterly Export Statistics is the most current resource available for tracking the 
state’s export trends and is prepared for the Minnesota Trade Office (MTO) by the Department of 
Employment and Economic Development’s (DEED) Economic Analysis Unit (Thu-Mai Ho-Kim, 
651-259-7180). The quarterly and annual statistics reports primarily cover export data based on 
the Harmonized Tariff System, collected by the U.S. Department of Commerce (USDOC) and 
distributed by the Global Trade Information Services. Note that an alternate source of agricultural 
export estimates – based on different methodology – is the Minnesota Department of Agriculture, 
although data is published only on an annual basis. Reports are available on DEED’s website at 
“Export and Trade Statistics” (http://mn.gov/deed/data/export-stats/).
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The heavenly kingdom of the Taiping
   
By Pat Welsh, contributor

Continues on page 12

If you found yourself living in an 
area under Taiping rule, you would 
find yourself a subject of a theocratic 
government where the Heavenly King, 
Hong Xiuquan, was both a spiritual and 
temporal ruler.  You would be told that 
all the people were equal to one another.  
Men were not to wear the queue that 
had symbolized being the subject of 
a foreign ruler.  Then, too, the feet of 
women were not to be bound as they are 
not chattel owned by another person.  In 
your village, your civil servants would 
be both farmers and soldiers.  The small-
est unit of Taiping society would be 
your family.  Yours and 24 other fami-
lies formed a larger unit that included 
a public storehouse and a church.  All 
military, religious, judicial and social 
affairs were supervised by a “liangsima 
(兩司馬),” who served as a military 
chaplain, an army officer and a judge.  

This liangsima, with the help of 
lesser officials, was a local chief who 
saw to it that all physically-able adults 
went to church to pray to God and sing 
songs eulogizing the Heavenly Father.  
Under the tutelage of the liangsima, all 
young boys were to study the Christian 
Bible every day.  This liangsima was 
expected to be your judge of right and 
wrong.  He was also the one to reward 
farmers who worked hard and punish 
those who were deemed lazy.  Moreover, 
your liangsima would also see to it that 
all marriages, month-old birthdays and 
other celebrations were to be held at the 

expense of the local treasury, provided 
that certain limitations be recognized.  
He also was to encourage the planting 
of mulberry trees and trained women in 
the arts of sericulture to secure plenty 
of raw silk.  He also encouraged each 
family to raise five hens and two sows.  
His military/civilian officer subordi-
nates were to undertake carpentering, 
masonry, smithing and pottery making 
activities.  Finally, your liangsima was 
expected to settle quarrels among the 
families in your unit.

The liangsima himself would be sub-
ject to officers managing several larger 
groups of families and so forth up the 
chain of command until 13,156 families 
from which one army commander, a 
“junshuai (俊帥),” led an army.  Within 
this army were two officers who were 
responsible for use of the land you 
worked, the taxes you paid, revenues 
collected from you or your civil ser-
vants, and authorized expenditures of 
local and national governments.

Within each army were five divi-
sions, each division commander report-
ed in detail to the army superintendent 
about births, deaths, promotions, demo-
tions, obedience and affairs of agricul-
ture.  This superintendent forwarded this 
information to the “Heavenly King.”

The Taiping economic system aimed 
at three things: 1) public ownership of 
land, 2) equal allotments of surplus 
money and 3) food and a self-supporting 
economy.  

Where land reform was tried, the 
Taiping idea of equal distribution of land 
was based on the size of the parcel rather 
than on the quality of the land involved.  
There were nine grades of land accord-
ing to the utility of the soil.  One mou 
(about 806 square yards) of the highest 
quality was deemed to be equivalent to 
three mou of the ninth.  Land was sup-
posedly allotted according to population 
by counting the numbers of mouths in 
each family.  Should the production of 
one allotment be insufficient, other areas 
would contribute some of their produc-
tion to make up the difference.  When 
the harvest is completed, your liangsima 
was to leave enough grain to sustain 
each person in his group until the next 
harvest and send the rest to the national 
treasury in Nanjing or some other public 
storehouse.

In reality, the idea of public owner-
ship of land never really was tried in full 
because the Taiping army chiefly occu-
pied cities and towns whose areas had 
very little arable land.  Moreover, there 
was little cooperation from the farmers 
who were often resentful of the continu-
ous military turmoil in their areas. 

On the other hand, the policy of 
public ownership of money and personal 
property was strictly enforced.  Anyone 
who was caught privately concealing 10 
ounces of silver or one ounce of gold 
was punished by the Heavenly Courts.  
All things taken from army expeditions 
were turned over to the sacred treasury 

and sacred storehouse in Nanjing.  From 
this treasury and storehouse, salaries of 
the army were paid.

Given the constant military disor-
ders and demands on the populations, 
the degree to which this model society 
actually took hold in the Taiping-occu-
pied areas varied considerably among 
the various regions that the Taiping 
revolution affected.  Part of this lack 
of uniformity was due to one weakness 
that eventually contributed to the end 
of the rebellion.  The emphasis on the 
forward movement was carried out at 
the expense of properly securing the 
areas that the Taiping rebels had taken.  

My next contribution will discuss 
additional reasons why the Taiping 
Rebellion failed. u

About Pat Welsh
In 2009 while teaching English 
at Sichuan University, Welsh was 
asked to give a speech where he 
was introduced to the audience 
as a “pioneer of Chinese Ameri-
can relations” as a result of his 
cooperative work in international 
banking during the Deng Xiaoping 
era. For more than 65 years, Welsh 
has been learning Chinese and has 
used this knowledge both profes-
sionally and personally to enhance 
his understanding of Chinese and 
Asian affairs.

When I was debating whether to 
move to rural China to teach English 
for two years, it seemed that everyone I 
talked to knew a friend who had taught 
English in China.  Many described 
China as a kind of Promised Land for 
recent graduates, where an aimless 
20-something could make a decent 
salary (even better, they say, because 
the cost of living is so low), work light 
hours, and travel around Asia during 
long school breaks. 

Of course, teaching English in China 
is not always so rosy.  The country is 
cracking down on unqualified teachers.  
And some English teaching jobs turn out 
to be a nightmare when employers back 
out of contract terms and foreigners are 
left with little support. 

Teach For China differs from other 

teaching opportunities in several major 
ways.  For one thing, Fellows make the 
equivalent of a local teacher’s salary 
in our communities - enough to get by, 
but let’s just say nobody does this job 
for the money.  Also, whereas many 
English teaching gigs place teachers in 
university classrooms, TFC is one of the 
only opportunities you’ll come across 
to be a teacher, for two years, at a rural 
elementary or middle school.  Currently, 
Teach For China has around 100 Ameri-
can Fellows teaching English in Yunnan 
and Guangdong, and even more Chinese 
Fellows teaching English to students.

All of this might beg the question: 
Why all the English?  Why are China’s 
students starting English early - often 
in preschool- and positively cramming 
English vocabulary by the time they 
hit seventh grade?  Why do China’s 
wealthier families spend a pretty penny 
on English summer (and winter!) camps, 
extra English lessons, and private Eng-
lish tutors for their child? 

One reason, no doubt, is to teach 
students a language that is widely used 
in business, travel, and communication 

around the world.  But the popularity of 
English is often a meager incentive to 
motivate students who do not believe 
that English will be relevant to their lives 
and careers. 

In the U.S., language classes are 
often relatively low-stress, with plenty 
of songs, movies, and creative presenta-
tions.  In some ways, this shows our priv-
ilege as a nation where people already 
speak the “global” language of English.  
A kid can fail Spanish for 12 years, laugh 
it off, and go on to have a comfortable 
life as a computer programmer. 

But in China, English is not just a for-
eign language.  English is a mandatory 
test subject, one that counts for a hefty 
portion of the high school and college 
entrance exams.   That means that much 
of English learning in China comes 
down to preparing for standardized 
tests- and that means rote memorization. 

Why all the English?
   
By Madeline Christensen, contributor

An American encountering the Chi-
nese method of learning English is bound 
to encounter other surprises.  Students 

write out their letters on a four-lined 
staff, and the teacher has a very specific 
idea of what each letter is supposed to 
look like.  At least a few letters from a 
random American’s handwriting would 
likely be marked as incorrect on a Chi-
nese exam. 

And it can be even harder for a kid 
from a rural area to relate to the state 
English curriculum.  The house pic-
tured in the textbook is a modern, urban 
home, not the traditional courtyard-style 
house that my students live in.  Students 
must learn how to give directions to 
the science museum when they have 
never been inside a museum before.  
Our school does not even have a library, 
an art room, or a music room, all words 
from the fifth grade curriculum. 

All of this pressure on students 
to learn English for exams can bring 
up plenty of dilemmas in the life of a 
foreign teacher in China.  I want my 
students to develop an interest and ap-
preciation for English, learn about other 
cultures, and have fun in class.  But I 
also know that every day is a countdown 
to the enormously important exams 
looming in their future.  Should we draw 
our own menus and present restaurant 
skits?  Or should we practice the test 
questions? 
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Lucky foods for Chinese New Year 
Source: China Highlights

Certain dishes are eaten during the 
Chinese New Year for their symbolic 
meaning.  Lucky food is served during 
the 16-day festival season, especially 
New Year’s Eve, which is believed to 
bring good luck for the coming year.  
The auspicious symbolism of these 
foods is based on their pronunciations 
or appearance.

Not only do the dishes themselves 
matter, but also the preparation, and 
ways of serving and eating mean a lot.  

The most common Chinese New 
Year foods includes dumplings, fish, 
spring rolls, and niangao.

In Chinese, “fish” sounds like ‘sur-
plus’. Chinese people always like to 
have a surplus at the end of the year, 
because they think if they have man-
aged to save something at the end of 
the year, then they can make more in 
the next year.

Fish can be cooked in various ways 
such as boiling, steaming, and braising.  
The most famous Chinese fish dishes 
include steamed weever, West Lake fish 
with pickled cabbage and chili, steamed 
fish in vinegar sauce, and boiled fish 
with spicy broth.

The meaning of various fish
What fish should be chosen for the 

New Year feast is based on auspicious 
homophonics. 
•  Crucian carp: As the first character 
of ‘crucian carp’ (鲫鱼 jìyú /jee-yoo) 
sounds like the Chinese word 吉 (jí /
jee ‘good luck’), eating crucian carp is 
considered to bring good luck for the 
next year.
•  Chinese mud carp: The first part of 
the Chinese for “mud carp” (鲤鱼 lǐyú 
/lee-yoo) is pronounced like the word 
for gifts (礼 lǐ /lee).  So Chinese people 
think eating mud carp during the Chi-
nese New Year symbolizes wishing for 
good fortune.
•  Catfish: The Chinese for “catfish” (
鲶鱼 niányú /nyen-yoo) sounds like 年
余 (nián yú) meaning ‘year surplus’.  
So eating catfish is a wish for a surplus 
in the year. 
•  Eating two fish, one on New Year’s 
Eve and one on New Year’s Day, (if 
written in a certain way) sounds like a 
wish for a surplus year-after-year. 
•  If only one catfish is eaten, eating the 
upper part of the fish on New Year’s Eve 
and the remainder on the first day of the 
new year can be spoken with the same 
homophonic meaning.

How a fish is eaten matters a lot
The fish should be the last dish left with 
some left over, as this has auspicious 
homophonics for there being surpluses 
every year.  This is practiced north of 
the Yangtze River, but in other areas 
the head and tail of the fish shouldn’t 

be eaten until the beginning of the year, 
which expresses the hope that the year 
will start and finish with surplus.

Some rules related to the position 
of the fish:
•  The head should be placed toward 
distinguished guests or elders, repre-
senting respect.
•  Diners can enjoy the fish only after 
the one who faces the fish head eats first.
•  The fish shouldn’t be moved.  The 
two people who face the head and tail 
of fish should drink together, as this is 
considered to have a lucky meaning.
These customs are observed in a lively 
and light-hearted spirit, full of laughing 
and banter.

Lucky sayings for eating fish
•  年年有余 (Niánnián yǒu yú /nyen-
nyen yo yoo): May you always have 
more than you need!
•  鱼 跃龙门 (Yú yuè lóngmén /yoo 
ywair long-mnn): Success in your exam! 
(‘A fish leaping over the dragon gate’ 
implies successfully passing a competi-
tive examination.)

Fish 鱼 (Yú /yoo)

With a history of more than 1,800 
years, dumplings are a classic Chinese 
food, and a traditional dish eaten on Chi-
nese New Year’s Eve, widely popular in 
China, especially in North China.

Chinese dumplings can be made to 
look like Chinese silver ingots (which 
are not bars, but boat-shaped, oval, and 
turned up at the two ends).  Legend has 
it that the more dumplings you eat dur-
ing the New Year celebrations, the more 
money you can make in the New Year.

Dumplings generally consist of 
minced meat and finely chopped vegeta-
bles wrapped in a thin and elastic dough 
skin.  Popular fillings are minced pork, 
diced shrimp, fish, ground chicken, beef 
and vegetables.  They can be cooked by 
boiling, steaming, frying or baking.

Almost all Chinese people can make 
dumplings.  First they mix the dough; 
second, make the dough into round 
“wrappers” with a rolling pin; third, fill 
the wrappers with stuffing; fourth, pinch 
the “wrapper” together into the desired 
shape, and fifth cook them.

Different dumpling fillings have 
different meanings

Chinese don’t eat Chinese sauerkraut 
(酸菜 suāncài /swann-tseye) dumplings 
at Spring Festival, because it implies a 
poor and difficult future.  On New Year’s 
Eve it is a tradition to eat dumplings with 
cabbage and radish, implying that one’s 

skin will become fair and one’s mood 
will become gentle.

Making lucky dumplings
•   There should be a good number of 
pleats.  If you make the junction too flat, 
it is thought to purport poverty.
•   Some Chinese put a white thread 
inside a dumpling, and the one who eats 
that dumpling is supposed to possess 
longevity.  Sometimes a copper coin is 
put in a dumpling, and the one who eats 
it is supposed to become wealthy.
•   Dumplings should be arranged in 
lines instead of circles, because circles 
of dumplings are supposed to mean 
one’s life will go round in circles, never 
going anywhere.

Lucky saying for eating dump-
lings

Zhāo cái jìn bǎo (招财进宝/jaoww 
tseye jin baoww): ‘Bringing in wealth 
and treasure’ — a felicitous wish for 
making money and amassing a fortune.

Spring rolls 春卷 
(Chūnjuǎn /chwnn- jwen)

Spring rolls get their name because 
they are traditionally eaten during the 
Spring Festival.  It is a dish especially 
popular in East China: Jiangxi, Jiangsu, 
Shanghai, Fujian, Guangzhou, Shen-
zhen, Hong Kong, etc.

Spring rolls are a Cantonese dim sum 
dish of cylindrical-shaped rolls filled 
with vegetables, meat, or something 
sweet.  Fillings are wrapped in thin 
dough wrappers, then fried.  When the 
spring rolls are turn golden-yellow in 
color, they’re ready.

Lucky saying for eating spring 
rolls

黄金万两 (hwung-jin wan-lyang): 
‘A ton of gold’ (because fried spring 
rolls look like gold bars) — a wish for 
prosperity.

Glutinous rice cake 年糕 (Niángāo 
/nyen-gaoww)

In Chinese, niangao sounds like it 
means ‘getting higher year- by year’.  
In Chinese people’s minds, this means 
the higher you are, the more prosperous 
your business is and a general improve-
ment in life.  The main ingredients of 
niangao are sticky rice, sugar, chestnuts, 
Chinese dates and lotus leaves.

Lucky saying for eating niangao
年年高 (niánnián gāo /nyen-nyen 

gaoww): ‘Getting higher year-after-year 
by year’, can imply children’s height, 
rise in business success, better grades 
in study, promotions at work, etc.

Sweet rice balls (汤圆 Tāngyuán/
tung-ywen)

Tangyuan is the main food for Chi-
na’s Lantern Festival, however, in south 
China, people eat them throughout the 

Spring Festival.  The pronunciation and 
round shape of tangyuan are associated 
with reunion and being together. That’s 
why they are favored by the Chinese 
during the New Year celebrations.

Lucky sayings for eating tangyu-
an

团团圆圆 (Tuántuán yuányuán /
twann-twann ywen-ywen/ ‘group-group 
round-round’): Happy (family) reunion!

Longevity noodles 寿面  (cháng-
shòu miànchung-show myen) 

Longevity noodles unsurprisingly 
symbolize a wish for longevity.  Their 
length and unsevered preparation are 
also symbolic of the eater’s life.

They are longer than normal noodles 
and uncut, either fried and served on a 
plate, or boiled and served in a bowl 
with their broth.

Good-fortune fruit
Certain fruits are eaten during the 

Chinese New Year period, such as 
tangerines and oranges, and pomeloes.  
They are selected as they are particularly 
round and “golden” in color, symbol-
izing fullness and wealth, but more ob-
viously, for the lucky sound they bring 
when spoken.

Eating and displaying tangerines 
and oranges are believed to bring good 
luck and fortune owing to their pronun-
ciation, and written form.  The Chinese 
word for orange (and tangerine) is 橙 
(chéng /chnng), which sounds the same 
as the Chinese for ‘success’ (成).  One 
of the ways of writing tangerine (桔 jú 
/jyoo) contains the Chinese character for 
luck (吉 jí /jee).

Eating pomeloes/shaddocks is 
thought to bring continuous prosperity.  
The more you eat, the more wealth it 
will bring, as the traditional saying goes.  
The Chinese for pomelo (柚 yòu /yo) 
sounds like ‘to have’ (有 yǒu), except 
for the tone, and exactly like ‘again’ (
又 yòu). 

Popular new year food for 2015
As 2015 is the year of the goat, goat 

dishes will be very popular.  A very 
auspicious goat dish — san yang kai 
tai — ‘three goats bring wealth’ (三羊
开泰 sān yáng kāi tài /san yang kigh 
tigh), is a very good food for Chinese 
New Year 2015.

San yang kai tai - a goat and radish 
stew, whose main ingredients are goat 
meat, cabbage, radish, green onion, 
ginger, salt and water - used to be a New 
Year saying to wish good luck.  The 
Chinese for “goat” (羊) is in a Chinese 
character for good luck (祥 xiáng /
sshyang).  The character 泰 (tài /tigh) 
means ‘peace’ and ‘grand’.  San yang 
kai tai is also a ‘National painting,’ and 
would make a good Chinese New Year 
decoration for 2015. u

Chinese dumplings 饺子 
(jiǎozi /jyaoww-dzrr)
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Dali (大理市), Yunnan Province
   
By Elaine Dunn

Continues on page 16

Dali is one of the most popular spots 
for foreigners and Chinese studying 
and working in southern China.  It is 
approximately 186 miles northwest (a 
50- minute  plane ride or 4- to 5-hr bus 
ride) of Kunming, the capital of Yunnan.

Dali city is considered the economic 
and cultural center of the Dali Bai Au-
tonomous Prefecture.  The area is sur-
rounded by mountains on the east, west 
and south, with Erhai Lake in its center.  
The area is home to 25 ethnic minor-
ity groups for many generations.  The 
largest minority group is the Bai, which 
makes up 65 percent of its population.  
They are said to have settled in the area 
as early as 4000 years ago.  The customs 
of the ethnic minorities are apparent on a 
daily basis, not just a tourist show.  Each 
spring, celebrations and festivals such as 
the March Street Festival and Butterfly 
Fest provide excellent opportunities to 
learn about local folk customs.

Throughout the ages, Dali remained 
an intermediary area linking economic 
and cultural communications between 
ancient China and other countries via 
India.  The remains of the Tai He City 
and the Dali Old Town bear witness to 
thousands of years of historic changes 
once happened here.  Together with 
the Xizhou Town and the Zhoucheng 
Village, the surrounding ancient towns 
show the best of historic customs of 
daily life within the Bai Minority.

Present-day Dali is a city that com-
bines history with modern convenience.  
It is divided into two areas - the Old 
Town and the New District (widely 
known as Xiaguan).  The Old Town was 
built in the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). 
Ancient buildings, city walls and the old 
city moat are the sites most frequented 
by visitors.  The famous Foreigner 
Street in the Old Town attracts visitors 
with its handicrafts and local culinary 
delicacies.  Xiaguan, located to the 
south of the Old Town, is home to the 
government of the Dali Bai Autonomous 
Prefecture.  Here hotels, public squares, 
and shopping centers add modernity to 
the otherwise historical city.

Dali’s development has greatly 
improved the living standards of area 
residents.  This tourist destination is 
replete with every convenience in trans-

portation and public facilities, making 
it accessible for visitors from home and 
abroad.

Ethnic minorities
Because of the many ethnic mi-

norities present, folk oral literature and 
local ethnic traditions are outstanding 
features of the so-called ‘Erhai Culture.’ 
There are countless legends and myths 
about the Dragon King, old poems of 
ethnic favor, music, paintings, residen-
tial houses, religions, costumes and 
festivals.  The proximity of India  has 
clear influence, but Chinese  ethnicity 
remained unique.

Buddhism
Dali is regarded as an Elysian Bud-

dha land, an area in the southwest where 
Buddhism was introduced first a long 
time ago.  Buddhism here was a hybrid 
of different Buddhist sects from India, 
Central China, and Tibet with local 
culture.  After the middle period of the 
Nanzhao State, Buddhism became the 

state religion.
Many Buddhist sights are in the area, 

including pagodas, grottoes, temples 
and Buddhist mountains.  Buddhism 
reached its highest popularity in the city 
during the reign of Nanzhao and Dali.  
Nine of the entire twenty-two emperors 
of Dali State became monks in Chong-
sheng Temple.

Art
Among minorities in Yunnan, paint-

ings and sculptures of the Bai are es-
pecially advanced which was initially 
associated with Buddhism.  Decorative 
painting in temples gradually increased 
in popularity among the Bai, leaving us 
today to enjoy the frescoes and wood 
sculptures still found in gated buildings 
and screen walls. 

Dubious drug connection
Feral Cannabis (which  contains very 
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Doing business with China and the Chinese 
people: a conversation on cultural challenges, 
part 1
   

By Chang Wang and Joe Pearman, contributors

Continues on page 14

Editor’s note: Most business articles written these days that focus on China 
concentrate on doing business in China; they discuss the country’s regulatory 
scheme, operational protocols, or business etiquette.  This conversation in-
stead focuses on doing business with China and the Chinese people, describ-
ing some of the ins and outs of interacting with Chinese individuals or firms 
in the contexts of cross-border communications and negotiations.  Through 
this conversation, the authors hope to help the business community become 
aware of the miscommunication that stems from the “parallel universes” the 
American and the Chinese inhabit, to expose the hidden rationales underscoring 
the official narratives of Chinese history, and to reveal cultural and linguistic 
misunderstandings that frequently occur during the process of finding “com-
mon ground.” 

For the purpose of this conversation, “China” and “Chinese” are narrowly 
used: “China” refers to mainland China, not including Hong Kong, Macau, 
and Taiwan; and “Chinese” refers to the Han ethnic people who live in main-
land China.

Chang Wang, a native of China, is the chief research and academic officer 
at Thomson Reuters, the world’s leading source of intelligent information 
for businesses and professionals.  Joe Pearman, a native Minnesotan, is an 
undergraduate student majoring in business at the University of Minnesota. 

Parallel Universes
Pearman: I recently read a com-

mentary by Dr. Christopher Ford,  a 
senior fellow at the Hudson Institute, 
which claims that, compared to the rest 
of the world, China lives in a “paral-
lel universe of competing facts and 
historical claims.”  Dr. Ford explained 
that “the Chinese and non-Chinese 
participants [of a defense conference] 
seemed to start from radically different 
starting points on the most basic matters 
of fact (e.g., who started the Korean 
War, or whether or not Japanese history 
textbooks acknowledge that country’s 
invasion of China in the 1930s).”  In 
addition, from his own experience in 
negotiating with the Chinese, Ford said 
that the Chinese are “quite comfortable 
telling non-Chinese what their various 
governments’ intentions are.  We were 
told, for instance, ‘The United States 
wishes to ‘contain’ China and obstruct 
its rise.”   As a native of China who lives 
in the U.S., do you feel we are living in 
two parallel universes? 

Wang: The commentary you men-
tioned perfectly illustrates the most 
difficult aspect of doing business with 
China and the Chinese people: namely, 
cultural communication.  Not only do 
some concepts simply not exist in an-
other language, but also the context of 
that particular concept is unknown to 

the other cultures.  When dealing with 
many cultures, but especially with the 
Chinese, there is a constant need for 
“cultural translation” to contextualize 
concepts and events, such as the Chinese 
military stating that America started the 
Korean War. 

I also hope this commentary will 
illustrate the truth of an old adage: “I 
don’t know what I don’t know.”  It’s 
reminiscent of what Gore Vital said: 
““What he knew he knew well.  Unfor-
tunately what he did not know he did 
not suspect existed.”  In a language, 
either your mother tongue or a foreign 
language, if you don’t know the word, 
it does not “exist,” but once you learn 
the word, it appears everywhere.  The 
word simply defines a concept for which 
you did not yet have a name. 

People don’t realize that the “parallel 
universes” exist, so they don’t recognize 
the massive potential for communica-
tion difficulty in every interaction be-
tween China and the rest of the world, 
especially the United States, and the 
need for “cultural translators.”  Perhaps 
if we come to a fuller understanding 
of these parallel universes, we will be 
able to understand each other’s respec-
tive perspectives.  Frankly, however, I 
think there are many roadblocks to true 
understanding.  In fact, I find it hard 
to believe that outside of a small field 
of Sinologists and “America experts,” 
people on either side will ever truly 
comprehend each other.    

Pearman: Well, there’s no reason 
to lose hope completely.  For instance, 
China might have a separate narra-
tive of history and politics, but every 
year there’s more trade and more 
exchange between our two countries.  

For instance, every year, more Chinese 
students come to study at colleges and 
universities across the United States.  
These are some of the most politically 
active places in this country; I’d say it 
would be almost impossible for them 
not to go back to China with a greater 
understanding of the freedoms and ad-
vantages of democracy.  And, for that 
matter, when people from other coun-
tries do business in China, they expose 
the Chinese to new industrial practices 
and ethical standards.  That’s got to have 
a positive effect in the long run. 

Wang:  I wouldn’t be too hasty to 
believe that being educated in a democ-
racy makes one a democrat; more than 
one foreign national with anti-American 
values has defended tyranny or religious 
extremism in Queen’s English or with 
a perfect Midwestern accent on CNN.  
And I’d also caution against believing 
that businesses will change China.  Re-
member Professor Jonathan Spence’s 
masterpiece “To Change China: Western 
Advisers in China.”  The Chinese ea-
gerly accept Western technical advice, 
but always cling steadfastly to Chinese 
“values”: first Confucianism, and later 
Maoism.  Chinese call this principle 
“Chinese learning for fundamental prin-
ciples and Western learning for practi-
calities.” Rather than changing China, 
most Western advisers are changed by 
China, such as the devout Jesuit monks 
who got caught up playing Ming and 
Qing dynasty court politics.  Indeed, I 
would submit that today a business in 
China must adapt to Chinese rules or 
leave.  For instance, Google was forced 
to withdraw after it would not cooperate 
with Chinese censorship.

But let’s start with the unique uni-
verse the Chinese inhabit.  For instance, 
recently I received a request from a Chi-
nese colleague to comment on a docu-
ment entitled “The Secret Ten Com-
mandments of the CIA in Undermining 
China,” a list popular on the Chinese 
Internet.  It is not only popular with 
and commonly regarded as authentic by 
most of the Chinese people; it is quoted 
frequently by the Chinese government, 
even the military.  It is supposed to be 
a list of things the CIA, and the U.S. 
government will do to encourage the 
fall of the Chinese government.  I quote:
1. Destroy their belief in assiduous 
working.  Induce their youth with ma-
terials, make them scorn their original 
education, especially the communism 
(sic) ideology, and encourage sexual 
promiscuity, superficial honor.
2. Spread our lifestyle through all media 
including films, books, television, radios 

and religion.
3. Distract them from ccp (sic) pro-
paganda. Make them focus on sports, 
pleasure, games, criminal films, etc . 
4. Divide the people into hostile groups 
by constantly harping on controversial 
matters of no importance.
5. Destroy the people’s faith in their 
natural leaders by holding the latter up 
to contempt, ridicule and obloquy . . . 

I was amused by this malicious fab-
rication and took the time to examine 
the list and write back to my Chinese 
colleague, telling him there was no way 
on earth this document was authored by 
the CIA and in fact, there was no way it 
was authored by an English-speaker. I 
am no fan of the Agency and am person-
ally appalled by the Torture Memo.  But 
it is abundantly clear that this document 
was put together by a Chinese-speaking 
individual with a strong belief in the 
conspiracy theory.  Nevertheless, the 
Chinese authorities took it very seri-
ously, and this reminds us again we are 
living in two “parallel universes.” 

Pearman: That list seems strikingly 
familiar. I read that in the 1960s there 
was a book called “The Naked Com-
munist,” and it contained 45 things the 
Communists in America were supposed 
to do to allow takeover by the USSR.  
Conveniently enough, both of these 
“lists” make it clear that anyone who 
criticizes the government is a foreign 
agent, and anyone who lives in a way 
that differs from the mainstream is a 
saboteur of some kind or another.  I 
think you can argue that’s the root of 
many conspiracy theories: people seek 
to justify a certain bias or prejudice by 
constructing a narrative that gels with 
it.  They don’t need proof per se, as 
these beliefs are self-justified truth to 
them, so the conspiracy theory must, by 
extension, be true. 

Wang: That’s precisely what I found 
– the new list is a replica of the old list, 
with sides switched.  I agree with you 
that conspiracy theories are constructed 
to justify a belief, and that’s borne out in 
our example.  The Chinese believe they 
were the victims of Western imperialism 
and there has always been the intention 
of the West to encroach, undermine and 
“contain” China.  As Professor Perry 
Link argued: “China is still living in the 
syndrome of being the victim, and we 
don’t know when that syndrome will 
finally be cured.  It’s going to take a 
while.”  The preamble to the Constitu-
tion of the People’s Republic of China 
narrates the history of what is known as 
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Is China trying to drive the U.S. out of Asia? 
   
By Wu Zurong, China-U.S. Focus, Dec. 17, 2014

Some American scholars and observers 
are growing more worried about the “U.S. 
being driven out of Asia.”  Their reason for 
such an assessment is that China is exerting 
more influence in economic policy, trade, 
investment, and security in Asia and that it 
is working more closely with certain U.S. 
allies in Asia for its own benefit.

In fact, these pundits are making en-
tirely incorrect judgments, due to their 
lack of knowledge of the Chinese culture.  
In particular, they must have missed the 
statements made by Chinese president Xi 
Jinping on May 21, 2014, at the Fourth 
Summit of the Conference on Interaction 
and Confidence Building Measures in Asia 
(CICA).  President Xi said, “in the final 
analysis, things in Asia are done by relying 
on the Asian people, problems in Asia are 
resolved by relying on the Asian people, and 
security in Asia is safeguarded by relying on 
the Asian people.”  Without understanding 
the essence of President Xi’s statements 
and the traditional Chinese philosophical 
tradition, they jumped to the conclusion that 
China intends to exclude the U.S. in Asian 
affairs or simply attempt, in the long run, to 
gradually drive the U.S. out of Asia.

Actually, by applying the theory of 
materialist dialectics to the analysis of the 
situation and diplomacy of the world, and of 
Asia in particular, President Xi is expound-

ing his views on the fundamental cause of 
developments and changes in Asia.  Internal 
causes in Asia are fundamental, and also 
the basis of changes and developments in 
Asia, while external causes, such as inter-
relations and interactions with the other 
parts of the world, such the U.S., Europe 
or Russia, are secondary, and they become 
operative through internal causes in Asia.  
In Asia’s relations with other parts of the 
world, there is simply no such a question 
as exclusion of the U.S. or other countries 
and regions.  In the philosophical Chinese 
perspective, the U.S., Europe, Russia or any 
other parts of the world cannot do things, or 
resolved problems, or safeguard security in 
Asia on behalf of the Asian people, for their 
interrelations and interactions with Asia are 
secondary in terms of causes of changes and 
developments in Asia.

U.S. scholars and observers will cer-
tainly find no problems when people say 
that in the final analysis, things in the U.S. 
are done by relying on the American people 
and problems in the U.S. are resolved by 
relying on the American people.  In fact, the 
principle applied to the analysis of changes 
and developments in the U.S. is the same 
as that applied to the analysis of changes 
and developments in Asia.  Why do U.S. 
scholars and observers have two entirely dif-
ferent perceptions of the application of the 

same principle?  Their deep-rooted concept 
of the U.S. relations with the other parts of 
the world is an important reason, in addition 
to their lack of knowledge of the prevailing 
philosophical theories in China.

As the U.S. is the only superpower in the 
world for the last several decades, quite a 
number of U.S. political leaders and scholars 
have formed the concept that the U.S. has 
been playing a “leadership” role in the world 
and is of course “leading” Asia, Europe, 
Africa, Latin America and other parts of 
the world. Therefore, they generally can-
not understand why the U.S. role in Asia, 
Europe, or other parts of the world is defined 
as “external cause of changes and develop-
ments” in Asia, Europe, or other parts of the 
world, and why its role becomes operative 
through internal causes there.  It is a real 
example in our daily life that such a cultural 
gap in people’s concept and knowledge 
could lead to misjudgment of each other’s 
strategic intentions.  When such misjudg-
ment is exaggerated through repeated media 
reports, it could harm mutual political trust, 
or even in certain cases, disrupt the normal 
decision making process, causing artificial 
troubles for the relationship between the US 
and other parts of the world.

China and the U.S. are working hard 
together to establish a new type of major 
power relations, and have made visible 

progress in recent years.  To continue the 
process of positive interactions between 
China and the U.S. in world affairs, and 
especially in Asia, the two countries will 
find it important, even imperative to further 
deepen mutual understanding in areas of 
culture and social science.  It is a simple 
fact that the U.S. has long been playing a 
role in Asia, and that China welcomes and 
encourages the U.S. to continue its construc-
tive role in Asia, both at strategic level and 
in specific multilateral programs, such as 
the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank, 
Silk Road Fund and others.

But the difficult problem is that such 
simple facts could be denied or misunder-
stood by lacking knowledge of the cultural 
or social traditions of the other country.  
How to understand the differences in cul-
ture and social science between China and 
the U.S., and how to make further efforts 
to narrow those differences so as to avoid 
any possible misjudgment of the other side 
should be urgently brought to the attention 
of the academic circles and government de-
partments concerned of the two countries.  u

Wu Zurong is a research fellow at 
the China Foundation for Interna-
tional Studies.
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Shanghai Free Trade Zone
   
By Elaine Dunn

This past September, Microsoft 
launched its Xbox One gaming console 
in China.  It was the first game console 
legally launched in China after a 14-yr 
ban.  The launch was planned to coin-
cide with the one-year anniversary of 
the founding of the China (Shanghai) 
Pilot Free Trade Zone (FTZ).

The Shanghai Pilot FTZ is made up 
of four areas under the administration of 
Customs: Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone, 
Waigaoqiao Free Trade Logistics Park, 
Yangshan Free Trade Port Area and 
Pudong Airport Free Trade Zone.  The 
29-square kilometer area is meant to be 
the testing ground of financial and ad-
ministrative procedures and innovative 
ideas, which if proved effective, will be 
applied elsewhere in the country. 

In addition, the priorities of the FTZ 
are to explore China’s “opening up” 
policies to ensure effective and stable 
economic growth, and to transform 
government functions for business de-
velopment.  All this are in an effort to 
achieve global competitiveness.  The 
four have very distinct functions.

Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone
This first FTZ was set up in June 

1990.  Approximately 10 square kilo-
meters, this FTZ is the biggest special-
administered area and has attracted tens 
of thousands of companies.  In Sep-
tember 2011, it was designated by the 
Ministry of Commerce as China’s first 
National Model Area for the Promotion 
of Imports and Innovation.  

The 10 trade categories in which it 
specializes in are liquor, watches, au-
tomobiles, engineering machinery, ma-
chine tools, medical devices, biomedi-
cine, healthcare products, cosmetics and 
cultural products.  In 2012, 43 percent 
of the watches, 37 percent of liquor and 
29 percent of cosmetics imported into 
China came through this area.

Waigaoqiao Free Trade Logistics 
Park

Set up in December 2003, this FTZ 
was the first place in the country that 
allowed companies to benefit from the 
policies and resources of both the free 
trade zone and the Port of Shanghai.  

Even though small in size (1.03 square 
kilometers), it is a major center where 
multinational companies can export and 
source products in northeastern Asia, 
and can import non-ferrous metals and 
information technology components.

Yangshan Free Trade Port
Since its inception in June 2005, this 

FTZ is the fastest growing and most 
profitable of all China’s 15 free-trade 
ports.  The 14.2-square-kilometer port 
has attracted information technology, 
electronics, automobiles and auto parts, 
food processing and name brand cloth-
ing companies.

Pudong Airport Free Trade Zone
This 3.6-square-kilometer area was 

set up in July 2009 as an experimental 
area for multinational companies to 
establish their airfreight distribution 
centers and related financial leasing 
ideas.  The worlds’ top three airfreight 
companies, DHL, FedEx and UPS, have 
all set up branches within the zone.

How is the FTZ working?
When the FTZ was launched, it 

included a “negative list” of 190 busi-
nesses that were restricted.  On that list 
were the likes of Internet cafes, social 
surveys and lotteries.  In July 2014, a 
revised and slightly reduced list consist-
ing of 139 “negative” businesses was 
released.  Pornography and gambling 
industries were removed; however, that 
does not mean foreign investors can 
now operate such businesses as fund-
ing activities in the two sectors is still 
considered a crime for both foreigners 
and Chinese nationals alike.  

Any type of commercial or financial 
pursuit not on the negative list is “fair 
game” within the zone and can start 
without government approval as long as 
the authorities are informed.  It’s the “do 
first, get approval later” model.  Foreign 
nationals see this as THE major, innova-
tive reform as it frees companies from 
long, disruptive government reviews.

Lured by this promise of greater 
openness and fewer governmental 
controls, some 12,000 firms (including 
more than 3,000 financial institutions) 

have set up shop in the FTZ in the past 
year, more than the number registered 
in the past 20 years in the same area!

Also, a year after its official launch, 
22 pilot measures affecting areas such 
as business registration, cross-border 
financing and investment, and customs 
clearance, have become formal policies 
applied elsewhere in the country.  

One measure of major importance 
is known as “two-way cross-border 
yuan cash pooling,” which provided 
more flexible yuan movements across 
borders.  Big corporations can move 
yuan capital across borders between 
their subsidiaries and affiliated compa-
nies without having to report each of 
the transfers to Chinese regulators to 
gain their approval first.  An additional 
30-plus experimental measures are be-
ing evaluated by a committee formed 
by Shanghai government officials that 
oversees reform in the FTZ and will 
advise the central government to ex-
pand them to the rest of the country in 
due time.  

Critics say the pace of financial re-
forms are not moving at a fast enough 
pace and that more measures enabling 
the free flow of capital, both in the 
Chinese yuan and other currencies, 
are needed.  Meanwhile, those in the 
know feel that because there are many 
unknowns and uncertainties related with 
these reform policies, there have been 
no substantive changes.  

As if to counter criticisms, the FTZ 
made major headlines in late fall (2014) 
when announcements by major compa-
nies that plan to set up shop within the 
FTZ were announced.  Microsoft and 
Amazon were among the first, followed 
by retail giant Costco and top Chinese 
oil refiner Sinopec.

These companies are taking advan-
tage of the zone’s fledgling, but intend-
ed, policies that allow freer movement 
of capital and goods into and out of its 
borders.  These firms all mentioned how 
they will use those policies to achieve a 
competitive edge for their projects, giv-
ing the broader business community a 
better idea of how they too can improve 
their business by locating in the zone.

Costco’s move would allow it to 
reduce costs significantly by getting 
preferential import tariff rates offered 
in the zone.  Chinese energy giant 
Sinopec announced its own partnership 
with Taiping Insurance Group to form a 
US$813 million financial leasing joint 
venture in the zone.  The pair said they 
chose to locate in the FTZ as it would 
make it easier and cheaper to exchange 
currencies and make the large pay-
ments needed to buy a wide range of 
equipment that must often be imported 
and paid for with foreign money.  For 
Amazon, it plans to set up a store for 
Chinese consumers who wanted to buy 
from Amazon.com making available to 
Chinese consumers products currently 
available to its U.S. customers only.  
Products will be stored in an FTZ-based 
warehouse that would allow for quick 
delivery to Chinese buyers.

Approximately 12,600 companies 
have registered in the FTZ since its 
establishment a year ago.  With the 
Shanghai mayor’s promise on Nov. 2 “to 
speed up development,” such as setting 
up a state-level copyright trading center 
providing services such as copyright 
dispute settlement, value assessment, 
talent training and financial services, 
perhaps concrete business projects will 
finally materialize. u

Madeline Christensen is a Teach 
for China Fellow in Yunnan, China, 
where she teaches English at a rural 
elementary school. She grew up 
in Minnetonka, MN, and majored 
in International Relations at Tufts 
University.

Why all the English?
Continued from page 7

We ended up making the menus.  
But here’s one thing I have never done:  
Tell my students that they need to learn 
English for their careers.  Now, let me be 
clear, I think my students are the smart-
est, cleverest, kindest kids in the world.  
I believe that many of them will go on 
to university and some might even work 
in America some day.  But I also believe 
that success comes in many forms.  I 
would love to see my students growing 
up to make their communities a better 
place.  Statistically, some of my students 
will not continue their studies through 
high school or university.  And even if 
that is the case, I will still be proud of 
them.  There are so many things that our 
students can do with their many differ-
ent life trajectories. 

My good friend and I still get coffee 
once in a while with our high school 
Spanish teacher.  We’ve forgotten most 

of our Spanish, but our teacher seems 
to be okay with that.  If I meet my stu-
dents 10 years from now and they have 
become fluent English speakers embark-
ing on international careers, I will be 
incredibly proud.  And if some of them 
don’t remember a word from fifth grade 
English class, but they have grown up to 
become thoughtful, creative adults who 
are bettering the lives of those around 
them, I will be every bit as proud to have 
been their teacher. u
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One Chinese elder 
learns that U.S. 
citizenship doesn’t 
mean renouncing her 
homeland 
   
By Rong Xiaoqing, New America Media, Nov 19, 2014    

King Man Lam Ng clearly remem-
bers the day she passed the naturaliza-
tion test for her citizenship application.  
“I was so nervous that I kept fiddling 
with the button on the plastic folder I 
took with me.  The immigration officer 
who interviewed me must have been 
driven crazy by the noise, and she told 
me to stop doing that. And that made me 
more nervous,” said Ng. 

Still she passed the test.  Two weeks 
later, at age 70, Ng took the oath and 
became a U.S. citizen.  “I guess by then, 
all the internal debating was finished.  I 
was sure I had made the right decision,” 
said Ng, who is now 79. 

Many Chinese may have this kind 
of internal debate before they apply for 
U.S. citizenship.  That is, if they ever 
apply.  According to the Department of 
City Planning, there are 1.2 million New 
Yorkers who are eligible for citizenship 
but haven’t applied, including 120,000 
Chinese. 

“The language barrier is a major 
reason that makes eligible Chinese, 
especially seniors, hesitant to apply for 
citizenship,” said Joan Huang, Chinese 
community outreach coordinator at the 
MinKwon Center, a Flushing-based 
civic organization that helps immigrants 
apply for citizenship for free. 

But many Chinese may not be aware 
that if they have been in the country for 
a certain number of years, they actually 
qualify to take the exam in their own 
language.  (For example, you can take 
the test in your own language if you are 
over 50 years old and you have been a 
green card holder for 20 years, or if you 
are over 55 and have been a green card 
holder for 15 years.)

“The high application fee stops many 
people at the doorstop too.  But many 
seniors are welfare recipients and are 
qualified for a fee waiver,” said Huang. 

But English was not a problem for 
Ng.  She started to learn the language 
right after she arrived in the United 
States as a green card holder in 1999.  
And she prepared for the naturalization 

test for a year at a course offered by the 
Hamilton Madison House’s City Hall 
Senior Center, where she is a member.  
By the time she took the test, she could 
communicate well in English. 

What she had been debating with 
herself came from her loyalty to China, a 
home country to which she once vowed 
to devote her life. 

Born in Canton, China, Ng moved 
to the British-controlled Hong Kong 
with her family in 1949 before the Com-
munist Party took over.  Three years 
later, as a high school freshman, she ran 
away from home without leaving a note, 
and went back to mainland China with 
the money raised by a group of fellow 
students. 

“My parents wanted me to become 
a nurse after graduation and find a job 
in Hong Kong.  But I was thinking, 
‘No matter what I do, I want to do it for 
my country and for the people there,” 
said Ng

She studied mechanical engineer-
ing at a vocational school sponsored 
by the Chinese government, figuring 
those skills might be most needed in a 
country that was eager for industrial-
ization.  She was assigned to work in 
a heavy machinery plant in Northeast 
China after graduation.  Life was good 
for a few years.  She married a former 
classmate of the vocational school.  And 
soon, their first daughter was born. 

But just as Ng and her husband, who 
was also a mechanical engineer, were 
working toward the goal of “catching 
up with the U.K. and the U.S.,” set by 
Chairman Mao Zedong, a catastrophe 
was on its way. 

In 1966, the Cultural Revolution 
began, and China was engulfed in radi-
cal madness.  The next year, Ng was put 
in jail, simply because she had family 
members living in capitalist Hong Kong.  
She was released after a year without 
being rehabilitated.  Her life was turned 
upside down.  She even lost an oppor-
tunity of getting into college because 
of her record. 

In 1976, when the Cultural Revolu-
tion was over, Ng and her family moved 
to Hong Kong for good.  By then, a 
brother and a sister of hers had migrated 
to the United States.  “In the 1960s, it 
was easy to come to the U.S. as refugees.  
If I followed them, I would have arrived 
in the U.S. in 1977,” said Ng.  But she 
didn’t.  “Neither my husband nor I 
wanted to be called a ‘refugee.’  We still 
loved China and wanted to contribute 

to China’s development whenever we 
could,” said Ng. 

She did odd jobs in Hong Kong.  And 
when her husband saved enough to open 
a printing firm, they opened it in Shen-
zhen, a river away from Hong Kong on 
the mainland, she said, which by then 
was designated a special economic zone 
under then President Deng Xiaoping’s 
Open Door policy.

Ng didn’t consider coming to the 
United States until 1988 when her broth-
er, a newly naturalized U.S. citizen, filed 
a family-based green card application 
for her and her family.  “I belong to the 
generation that heard the slogan, ‘Down 
with American imperialism’ too often 
when we were kids.  It was hard for me 
to imagine myself as an American,” 
said Ng, who agreed to apply to go to 
the United States for her daughters.  “I 
wanted them to get the opportunities the 
U.S. can offer,” said Ng. 

But it took more than 10 years for 
the application to be approved.  By 
then, Ng’s husband had passed away, 
and her elder daughter had been aged 
out.  The younger daughter, also a grown 
up, didn’t want to move to the United 
States.  So the 65-year-old Ng arrived 
in her host country alone. 

But things have changed.  “Both of 
my daughters want to come to join me in 
the U.S. now.  The only purpose for me 
to apply for citizenship was to sponsor 
them and their families,” said Ng

Now, her biggest dream is for her 
daughters’ applications to be approved 
soon so that the family can reunite 
here.  And she hopes that some kind of 

immigration reform passes that could 
expedite the currently lengthy process of 
petitioning family members to come to 
the United States.  “I feel I owe the U.S. 
a lot.  I am too old to give back to this 
country. I hope my daughters can do this 
for me.  But they need to come as soon 
as possible because they are already in 
their 40s and 50s now,” said Ng.

Ng may not realize it, but she actu-
ally has been giving back to this country 
in her own way.  Not long after she was 
naturalized, Scott Stringer, the then-
Manhattan Borough President, visited 
City Hall Senior Center and allocated 
some funding for the citizenship prep 
course there.  Ng, represented the mem-
bers, gave a “thank you” speech.  She 
promised him that, now that she is a 
citizen, she would vote in the elections 
every year.  And she is keeping that 
promise. 

Now, she says, she likes to share her 
experience of getting naturalized with 
her senior friends who are applying for 
citizenship.  She helps them go over 
questions for the test.  “I know some 
Chinese who don’t apply for American 
citizenship because they think, ‘I am 
Chinese. I shouldn’t become an Ameri-
can.’  I used to think so too.  But now 
I think that you can be both,” said Ng

“I still love China.  I am happy when 
I see China making progress.  To be-
come an American citizen doesn’t mean 
you have betrayed China.  It only means 
you are willing to also contribute to this 
new country where you live, together 
with so many immigrants from around 
the world.”

King Man Lam Ng
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“The Hundred Years of Humiliation,” 
which goes from 1841, the start of the 
first Opium War (the Opium Wars were 
two conflicts in the mid-1800s where 
Britain and France forced the Qing 
Dynasty to allow them to sell opium, a 
forerunner of heroin, in China) to 1949, 
when Mao declared the founding of 
the People’s Republic.  We are taught 
in school that during those Hundred 
Years, China was raped and pillaged 
both by a decadent elite and by the 
West.  This is shown in “The Burning of 
Yuanmingyuan,” a popular 1980s film, 
which depicts the looting and destruc-
tion of a series of magnificent pleasure 
gardens by the British and French dur-
ing the Second Opium War.  In school, 
our teachers showed it again and again, 
as part of the “patriotic education” cur-
riculum, to remind us of all the terrible 
things foreigners had done to us.  

A corner of the Yuanmingyuan Ruins in 
Beijing.  In their day, these gardens were 
some of the most magnificent in the world.

Pearman: From the Chinese per-
spective, were foreign invasion and 
forced trade the main reasons for the fall 
of Imperial China, or was it the civil war 
and the famines?  And weren’t the Qing 
Dynasty and its successors extremely 
despotic and corrupt in their own right?

Wang: Maybe they were, but we 
Chinese believe that no matter how 
crazy and brutal our leaders are, that’s 
our internal affair.  That logic could 
lead to a bizarre question: would it be 
more acceptable to be killed by a fellow 
Chinese than to be killed by a Japanese, 
or to be exploited by Americans?  One 
Chinese person killing another may be a 
regrettably normal part of life in China, 
but death or injury from a foreigner is a 
stain on the whole nation’s honor. 

Chinese citizens are reminded of 
how we were a semi-colonized, ex-
ploited backwater in the 1800s and early 
1900s.  We are taught that after a great 
struggle, the Party managed to drive the 
exploitative capitalists and imperialists 
from China, but that they will come 
back if they ever have the opportunity.  
That’s why many Chinese citizens today 
believe the United States seeks to “con-
tain” China in the Pacific, to prevent its 
rise to power.  And since the U.S. seeks 
to contain China, the CIA’s secret list 
must be real.  And since the CIA’s secret 
list is real, the U.S. seeks to contain 

China.  It’s exactly the sort of circular 
reasoning you described: this truth is 
self-evident, so it requires no proof.  

Pearman: Moving on from parallel 
universes to the overall theme of cultural 
communication, I’ve heard there are 
three “taboos” in China, three topics that 
one should never bring up in conversa-
tion, either among Chinese or between 
Chinese and foreigners.  They are Tai-
wan, the Tiananmen Square tragedy of 
1989 and Tibet. 

Wang: You’re right about the exis-
tence of these taboos, but before we go 
on, I would like to clarify something.  
The Chinese people are not satisfied 
with the status quo in their country.  
They dislike corruption and abuse of 
power in the government.  However, at 
the same time, it is true that they believe 
much of the propaganda the govern-
ment puts out, or the “core values” as 
the government purports to embody.  
And this brings about the three T’s.  I 
would advise everyone who plans to do 
business with China and the Chinese 
people to make a short study of each of 
these three issues.  You are advised not 
to argue with your host or visitors, of 
course, but each one provides important 
insight on a facet of China. 

I submit that if you understand the 
history of the relationship between Tai-
wan and the mainland, you understand 
China’s past.  As you know, after Mao 
Zedong’s Communist forces won the 
Civil War, the government of Chiang 
Kai-Shek fled to the island of Taiwan, 
which continued to call itself the Repub-
lic of China.  Nowadays, China asserts 
that Taiwan is a run-away child that 
should be brought back to its “home,” 
the People’s Republic of China, while 
conservatives in the Taiwanese govern-
ment assert that the Republic of China 
is the legitimate government, if not all 
of China, at least the island of Taiwan.  
It’s also important to note that while 
the mainland is still a one-party state, 
Taiwan is now a multi-party representa-
tive democracy.  A full understanding of 
the so-called “Taiwan issue” would be 
vastly beneficial to understand modern 
Chinese history, as much of it is defined 
by the interplay between Taiwan and the 
mainland.  

The Tiananmen Square of 1989 was 
the tragic end of an era of semi-liberal 
politics that had defined China in the 
1980s, and the intellectual revival in 
the mainland engendered by that era.   
I think it’s the key to understanding the 
China of today.  Before Tiananmen, the 
Chinese government had been experi-
menting with limited political reform 
as well as economic reform.  We also 
had a very short-lived renaissance of 
academic freedom and culture in the 
1980s.  After Tiananmen, the door to po-
litical reform was slammed shut, while 

economic reform was manipulated 
to benefit a handful of “red elites,” 
the oligarchy, at the expenses of en-
vironmental and social welfare.  So 
now you have a country where there 
are more than 100 billionaires but no 
general elections, a country where 
everything is a business and yet the 
power of the state is absolute.  It’s an 
immense contradiction, and one that 
can only be understood with a study 
of contemporary history before and 
after Tiananmen.  

And if Tiananmen explains the 
China of today, Tibet provides a so-
bering glimpse of the future.  Ethnic 
moderates have tried to conciliate with 
the authorities, but the government is 
determined to use a hard-line approach 
to maintain stability.  The future of the 
ethnic issue is not only indicative of 
the future of Chinese society, but will 
itself greatly impact and shape the 
future of Chinese society, particularly 
in the ethnic regions which make up 
near a  half of the mainland.  The 
Chinese authorities have no intention 
of ending up like the Soviet Union’s 
Communists; they will not to make 
Gorbachev’s “mistake” of reconcili-
ation. 

Pearman: May we say the future, 
overall, is not a terribly pleasant pros-
pect.  So it’s hardly surprising you’re 
discouraged from bringing these 
things up.  They all challenge the na-
tionalist narrative of the authority, and 
it seems to me that this nationalism is 
the basis of the “parallel universes.” 

Wang: You could argue, I think, 
that nationalism is the underlying 
cause and the “parallel universes” are 
just a symptom.  Another “symptom” 
is the resentment I mentioned earlier 
that’s tied to the colonial actions of 
the “Hundred Years of Humiliation.”  
When you don’t remember how 
touchy the Chinese can be about be-
ing treated as equals, the results can 
be disastrous.   

I would like to share a real story to 
illustrate this point.  There was a mul-
tinational firm that decided to develop 
a local product for China.  It hired local 
Chinese employees, most of whom did 
not speak English well, and brought in 
supervisors from the U.S. and the U.K. 
who spoke no Chinese.  The supervi-
sors had to sign off on all the work the 
Chinese did, which led to a somewhat 
inefficient situation.  Say a Chinese 
employee wrote a report detailing his 
progress on a certain task.  This report 
had to be translated to English, where 
it would be read by a supervisor.  The 
supervisor would issue instructions, 
which then had to be translated back 
to Chinese.  It was a massive time 
sink, and I don’t think it’s surpris-
ing that the Chinese came to find the 
communication with their supervisors 
laborious.  They could have done the 
work on their own, and the foreigners 
seemed to be there because the com-
pany believed that their international 

Doing business with China
Continued from page 10

experience in other countries would be 
valuable to Chinese product development. 

After six months, the supervisors had 
to transfer back to their home country 
for income tax purposes.  A representa-
tive from Human Resources, another 
non-Chinese, addressed the Chinese 
employees at a town hall-style meeting.  
The HR representative firmly believed 
these Chinese were heartbroken seeing 
their foreign colleagues leaving: “I know 
you feel lost, like orphans,” she said.  “I 
know you don’t know what to do without 
your colleagues.  But don’t worry!  They 
will continue to communicate with you 
and instruct you via Skype.  You are not 
abandoned!” 

Bear in mind that this woman was not 
acting with malice; she really wanted to 
reassure the Chinese employees.  But 
there was a fundamental misunderstand-
ing: she had no idea how offensive her 
words would be to her audience.  She 
thought the foreign workers were helping 
the Chinese, but the Chinese felt like they 
were being treated like ignorant laborers, 
or second-class citizen in a multinational 
company. 

Pearman: It makes me wince to hear 
that story.  But I will say that woman’s 
words would have been offensive no 
matter whom she was addressing.  Any-
body would resent the implications of the 
talk.  So while I can understand why her 
words were so egregious to the Chinese, I 
would say that’s not exclusively a cultural 
problem.  If anything, it’s more about not 
understanding how an organization actu-
ally functions, or a simply lack of civility. 

Wang: Perhaps.  But that’s hardly the 
only misunderstanding I’ve witnessed 
over the years.  Although I will say that 
because of the effective propaganda ma-
chine and the narrative of national humili-
ation, the Chinese are quite sensitive to 
perceived disrespect and are suspicious of 
the intentions of foreigners.  Meanwhile, 
look at the other side of the aisle: thanks 
to the legacy of the “Chinese Exclusion 
Act” and the Cold War, Americans are 
also making a similar mistake by assum-
ing the “bad” intent of the Chinese.  And 
that leads us to the next part of this discus-
sion, which will appear in next month’s 
China Insight. u
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spray on the crowd.  Protesters hoped 
to force the government to concede to 
some of their demands after weeks of 
standstill.
•   Dec. 1: China denied entry to a group 
of British Members of Parliament plan-
ning to visit HK in investigate whether 
the handover terms were violated by the 
mainland.  Furthermore, they declared 
the handover treaty was essentially 
“void” as it only covered the period from 
signing (in 1984) to 1997. 
•   Dec. 5: HK’s Secretary for Security 
rejected claims that China denied entry 
to pro-democracy activists at the main-
land border, calling the accusations 
“unfounded and malicious slander.”  
And the HK recession is also blamed 
on the protests.
•  Dec. 6: C.Y. Leung, HK’s chief 
executive, announced there would be 
no restart of talks on political reform 
with student leaders.  He also declared 
the most visible protest “camp” in the 
financial district will be cleared
•   Dec. 9:  Joshua Wong, face of the 
student protesters, called off a four-
day hunger strike, but said he does not 
think the government should ignore 
their demands.  Meanwhile, C.Y. Leung 
reiterates the government will not make 
concessions based on illegal actions 
(hunger strike) by the protesters.
•   Dec. 12:  Police arrested 247 in the 
final stages of clearing out protests sites.  
Protesters linked arms and were peace-

Streets of Hong Kong
Continued from page 3

ful throughout the ordeal.
Meanwhile in London, British Members 
of Parliament urged Primed Minister 
David Cameron to summon China’s UK 
ambassador to discuss Beijing’s refusal 
to allow them to visit Hong Kong.
•   Dec. 16:  Causeway Bay, the last of 
the three protest sites, was cleared with 
no incident.  A total of 955 people were 
arrested during the 10-week protest 
demonstration.

As authorities cleared away the three 
main protest sites and all remnants of 
the Umbrella Revolution, it is important 
to acknowledge the students’ efforts, 
which have injected fresh energy into 
the citizenry.  They managed to have 
awakened the younger generation and 
focused their attention on the fragility of 
Hong Kong’s freedom as well as China’s 
rising influence over Hong Kong.  

It is understandable that Beijing of-
ficials do not want to appear too eager 
to reopen talks while protests are ongo-
ing, but perhaps they have heard loud 
and clear how unhappy the HKers are 
with the proposed electoral plan from 
August 2014.

The streets may be back to “normal,” 
but it certainly is not the end of the pro-
democracy movement.  Signs stating 
“We will be back” and “It is just the be-
ginning” are seen at protest sites.  World 
interest has been aroused and the world 
will be watching, especially Taiwan. u

A side effect of the rapidly accumu-
lating wealth in China is that Chinese 
students in the U.S. are often assumed 
to be spoiled kids from rich families.  
It happens especially frequently with 
the media in China, which, whenever 
a student make headlines in the U.S., 
is more likely than not to dub him or 
her a member of the “wealthy second 
generation.”  Finally, some students in 
New York got tired of being misrepre-
sented.  They made a short film called 
“Study Abroad,” slated to premiere in 
Manhattan on Dec. 5, to correct their 
distorted image.

Cathy Jiang, the producer, said the 
film is about the life of Chinese students.  
But it doesn’t mean to offer a firm con-
clusion.  The audience is free to make 
its own interpretations.

Jiang, 27, is not trained to be a film 
producer.  As an international student 
herself, Jiang came to New York in 2010 
to pursue her MBA degree at Fordham 
University.  After graduating in 2012, 
she joined a fashion company to do 
marketing.  In the same year, Ying Wu 
and Ming Qu, Chinese international 
students at the University of Southern 
California, were shot to death in a rob-
bery when they parked their BMW not 
far from campus.  The media in China 
immediately claimed they were both 

from rich families.  (That was later 
proved incorrect and the BMW turned 
out to be secondhand.)

The irresponsibility of the sensation-
chasing media made Jiang furious.  
But she could appreciate why this was 
happening.  “People in China have 
misunderstandings of Chinese students 
in the U.S. because they don’t have 
many avenues to know us.  They get 
the image from the media.  And the 
media make assumptions based on our 
Facebook accounts.  But the pictures on 
Facebook are not impartial.  People like 
to post pictures of themselves enjoying 
life rather than staying up late to prepare 
for finals,” said Jiang.

She started to write her opinions and 
posted them online.  But they didn’t 
get much traction.  “These days people 
don’t have the patience even for 140-
word entries on microblogs.  Who’s 
going to read a long article?  I was 
frustrated,” said Jiang.

At the end of 2012, when Jiang 
met Yung-Jen Yang, who was studying 
film directing at City College, an idea 
jumped into her mind.  “I realized per-
haps it will attract more attention if we 
send the message in a film,” she said.  
Yang agreed to help.  Jiang picked 20 
stories from her own time and those of 
her friends as Chinese students in the 

U.S., then Yang crafted them into three 
main stories.  They provided the theme 
of the film.

It only took six full days to shoot the 
30-minute long film.  But it took more 
than a year for the idea to be turned into 
reality.  Part of the reason is that most of 
the cast members are non-professional 
volunteers.  They, like Jiang herself, 
have full-time jobs and had little expe-
rience making films.  And they all did 
it for free.  

The film’s budget, a few thousand 
dollars covering operating costs, was 
all from Jiang’s own pocket.

For Jiang, the experience of being a 
producer for the first time was striking.  
She had to deal with everything from 
hiring extras to an ‘emergency solution’ 
when a shooting location was unexpect-
edly closed to the cast.  “Normally we 
discuss the script on Monday and then 
shoot on Saturday.  I have only a week 
to do casting and find locations.  And I 
have to go to work on weekdays.  It was 
crazy,” said Jiang.

But the time she spent in New York 
as an international student had prepared 
Jiang for any challenges.  “When I 
was here for just two months, I had to 
move.  It was a rainy day. I stood in the 
rain holding many bags alone.  No one 
helped me.  Even the taxies didn’t stop 
for me.  I felt very lonely,” she said.

Jiang said she knows Chinese stu-
dents who are from rich families and 
squander money like water.  But many 
others, including herself, are from or-
dinary families.  Their parents take out 
life savings to pay for tuition and they 

themselves have to do odd jobs outside 
of class to relieve the financial burden 
of their families.  “You cannot say we 
are all rich brats only because there are 
rich brats among us.  Not all Chinese 
students in the U.S. came here to en-
joy a luxurious and spoiled life.  Few 
people really know our suffering and 
struggles,” said Jiang.

So what is the life of Chinese stu-
dents in the U.S. really like?  “The film 
shows some authentic episodes in our 
life… The audience can draw their own 
conclusion,” said Jiang.

The WeChat account of the film 
immediately attracted a lot of attention 
right after it was open.  A message Jiang 
posted regarding the premiere was re-
posted by many other users and viewed 
400,000 times.  The premiere  at Helen 
Mills (137-139 West 26 St.) at 7:30 p.m. 
on Dec. 5 sold out.

Watch the film here: http://www.
studyabroadfilm.com/the-film/

Chinese students in the U.S. 
aim to correct their image   
By Rong Xiaoqing, Voices of NY, Dec. 1, 2014

The cast of “Study Abroad.” The fifth from 
the left is producer Cathy Jiang. The fourth 
from the left is Yung-Jen Yang.
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Smithsonian’s Freer Gallery showcases 
Chinese Yuan Dynasty treasures this winter

Exhibitions feature rare landscape paintings and 
exquisite ceramics from the 13th to 14th centuries

Landscape painting has been one of 
the most celebrated accomplishments of 
Chinese culture since the third century, 
treasured by artists, patrons and scholars 
alike.  Drawn from the Freer Gallery of 
Art’s rare Chinese paintings collection 
— one of the finest in the world — 
“Style in Chinese Landscape Painting: 
The Yuan Legacy” is the second in a 
two-part series designed to highlight the 
evolution of landscape painting across 
more than 400 years, from the 10th to 
the 14th centuries.  On view until May 
31, 2015, “The Yuan Legacy” connects 

the unique stylistic innovations of five of 
the greatest Yuan dynasty (1279–1368) 
masters with the evolution of later styles 
and artistic traditions. 

Due to their sensitivity to light, such 
paintings can only be on public view 
once every five years; some works in 
the exhibition have not been seen in 
decades.

“We are showing incredibly sig-
nificant works, including rare, original 
signed works by major Yuan artists — 
such as the influential Wang Meng’s 
earliest dated work,” said Stephen Allee, 

associate curator for Chinese painting 
and calligraphy at the Freer and Sackler.  
“These remarkable masterpieces illus-
trate the characteristic elements of Yuan 
dynasty styles that were adapted and 
reinterpreted by artists in subsequent 
dynasties.”

While earlier styles and techniques 
continued to thrive and evolve, unlike 
their predecessors, many Yuan dynasty 
painters did not serve at the imperial 
court, and they championed different 
ideals and brought new individualist ap-
proaches to Chinese landscape painting.  
In particular, five Yuan dynasty masters 
from southern China — Zhao Mengfu, 
Huang Gongwang, Wu Zhen, Ni Zan 
and Wang Meng—spearheaded innova-
tive styles that profoundly influenced 
later generations.  Their works reflect 
the idealized pleasures of reclusion and 
draw spiritual inspiration from quiet 
landscapes, such the solitary fishermen 
by Wu, the quiet hills on the river by 
Sheng and the vision of simple country 
life by Wang.

A complementary exhibition of Yuan 
dynasty ceramics, “Chinese Ceramics: 
13th–14th Century,” will be on view un-
til Jan. 3, 2016, providing a sense of the 
vitality of Yuan culture and lifestyle and 
the importance of foreign interactions.  
Chinese ceramic creations — including 
celadon from the celebrated ceramics 
center of Longquan and porcelain from 

Jingdezhen, known as China’s “Porce-
lain Capital” — offer stunning examples 
of ceramic art that reveal why Yuan dy-
nasty goods had such strong appeal both 
within China and for international trade.

The museum’s full collection of Chi-
nese painting and calligraphy from the 
period is available online at the continu-
ously updated Song and Yuan Dynasty 
Painting and Calligraphy Web resource.  
Every work is fully documented through 
images and related text.  Chinese texts in 
inscriptions, labels and seals have been 
transcribed, and texts of art historical 
relevance are accompanied by annotated 
English translations.

The Freer Gallery of Art, located at 
12th Street and Independence Avenue 
S.W., and the adjacent Arthur M. Sack-
ler Gallery, located at 1050 Indepen-
dence Avenue S.W., are on the National 
Mall in Washington, D.C.  Hours are 10 
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. every day (closed Dec. 
25), and admission is free. u

Fishermen, after Jing Hao
Wu Zhen  吳 鎮 (1280- 1354) 

Landscape in the Styles of Early Masters
Wei Zhihuang (1568 - after 1645)

Dali (大理市), Yunnan Province
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little psychoactive THC) grows abun-
dantly throughout the hills above Dali, 
giving the city the international reputa-
tion as a source of marijuana and mak-
ing it a popular tourist destination for 
western backpackers.  During the early 
1990s, when the first backpacker tour-
ists on the Dali-Lijiang-Tiger Leaping 
Gorge route saw feral hemp growing, 
they harvested small amounts, which 
they dried and smoked.  This was also 
publicized in two recreational Cannabis 
magazines in the mid-1990s.

Word has it that during the “Hippie 
Days,” once you got off the bus, you 
could smell that familiar aroma.  People 
smoked joints in their guesthouses, in 
the local bars, and on the street.

Since tourism is a major revenue 
generator for the region, arresting tour-
ists for marijuana possession would not 
be good for business.  For many years, 
authorities have turned a blind eye.  
However, by the late 2000s, Beijing 
set up a sting operation and nabbed an 
American, who also had nefarious con-
nection with the  Earth Liberation Front, 
an eco-terrorism group based in the U.S.  
Ever since, the police began enforcing 
China’s drug laws. 

Tourist highlights

Dali Old Town, built in 1382 in the Ming 
Dynasty.

Dali Foreigner Street, located in the center 
of Dali Ancient Town.

The Erhai Lake, known as Yeyuze or Kun-
ming Lake in ancient times, is named after 
its ear-like shape.

Shaping Fair, Shangguan Town

The oldest pagoda was built around 850 
when the region was a major Buddhist 
center.

Zhoucheng Village. Zhoucheng is a tie-dye-
ing center, is named “the Land for National 
Tie-Dye” by China Culture Administration.

The cobbled streets of Dali’s Ancient Town 
are lined with an array of shops in which 
you can buy just about anything. 

When to go?
Now that you’re stoked, what’s the 

best time to go?  Anytime!  Dali has 
the most temperate climate in China.  
Its average temperature is in the low 
60s.  However, it’s rainy season is July-
September and fall tends to draw many 
domestic tourists as well.  There may 
also be a variance of 20oF difference 
between the daytime and nighttime tem-
peratures in fall.  There are many food 
and minority festivals March through 
June.  So if you’re into food, it’s an easy 
decision. u

Lovely little café where everyone speaks 
English.  Serves fabulous, homemade food.


